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Abstract
Visualization is the process of making something perceptible to the mind or imagination. The
techniques for producing visual imagery of volumetric data have advanced immensely during
the last decades to a point where each produced image can include an overwhelming amount
of information. An increasingly viable solution to the limitations of the human sense of visual
perception is to make use of not only vision, but also additional senses.
This thesis presents recent work on the development of principles and algorithms for generating representations of volumetric data through the sense of touch for the purpose of visualization.
The primary idea introduced in this work is the concept of yielding constraints, that can be used
to provide a continuous set of shapes as a representation of features of interest in various types
of volumetric data. Some of the earlier identified standard human exploratory procedures can
then be used which enables natural, intuitive and effective interaction with the data. The yielding constraints concept is introduced, and an algorithm based on haptic primitives is described,
which forms a powerful yet versatile implementation of the yielding constraints. These methods
are also extended to handle time-varying, moving and low quality data. A framework for multimodal visualization has been built on the presented methods, and this is used to demonstrate
the applicability and versatility of the work through several example applications taken from
different areas.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Computers have become invaluable tools in visualization of data for the purpose of exploring
and understanding anything from weather phenomena and car body behaviour in an impact, to
medical diagnosis. The techniques for producing visual imagery of volumetric data have advanced immensely during the last decades to a point where each produced image can include an
overwhelming amount of information. Still the techniques used for acquiring data are becoming
increasingly advanced, producing ever more data that needs to be analyzed more and more accurately and in less time. An increasingly viable solution to the limitations of the human sense
of visual perception is to make use of not only human vision, but also other senses. The human
perception apparatus is a complex instrument built from at least seven different senses. The five
most commonly cited of these are sight, hearing, smell, taste and touch. These senses are closely
entangled into a collaborative system used to produce a complete awareness of our current status, situation and surroundings. It is common in computer interaction to make use of only one of
these, sight, however at least two more have the potential to increase the awareness of features in
data, and thus increase the understanding of its contents. These are the senses of hearing and of
touch.
This thesis presents the recent work in a project on the development of algorithms generating representations of data for the sense of touch. This chapter describes the background of
the project and the various concepts on which it is based, starting with the concept of haptics
in the following section. Section 1.2 describes important areas of research within haptics and
section 1.3 provides an introduction to volume visualization. The chapter is finished off with
a summary of research challenges and of the contributions of the publications included in this
thesis.
The thesis is structured as follows. The next chapter describes and reviews the established
ideas and related research in the area. In chapters 3, 4 and 5 the concepts, methods and algorithms developed within this project are described. Chapter 6 then describes a framework for
multimodal volume visualization based on these algorithms, and presents demonstration applications built using this framework. A summary of the research and conclusions, are presented in
chapter 7. The rest of the thesis contains the included publications.
3

4

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Haptics
The two most important concepts in this thesis are volume visualization, which is described in
section 1.3, and haptics. While some may refer to haptics as the technology used to generate an
artificial sense of touch in the interaction with a computer, a more generally applicable description is that haptics refers to touch regardless of its context or appearance. Haptics is found both
in research on the science of touch in computer generated environments and in interaction with
the real world, without computers. Over the last decade, haptics has become a huge research
area, but the concept dates back far further. For example, the word haptic can be found in old
descriptions of touchable art and of some kinds of plants that react to touch. The word is derived
from the Greek word απτ ó (hapto), which means “tangible”. Simply put, the word means touch,
but is generally today only used to describe the concept in a scientific context.
While often discussed in a manner simplified by the context, haptics is a concept of many
aspects. As a sense, it is multi-faceted with different collaborating neural systems and psychological components, and as a research area it has many aspects that should be considered. The
remainder of this section provides an overview of the most important such systems and aspects.

1.1.1

Twofold Perception

The complete perception of touch is accredited to two different senses: receptors densely populating the skin, and receptors in muscles and joints. While always collaborating to generate the
full sensation when touching an object, these two types of receptors are used to perceive different
properties of the object at hand.
The skin is populated with three types of cutaneous receptors, giving sense of pain, temperature and touch, respectively. Pain is not unimportant, however as a means of conveying information in data it would probably not be very popular. The temperature receptors are capable of
determining some surface properties of a palpated object, in particular the thermal conductivity, temperature and permeability of the material. The last class of receptors detects primarily
pressure changes at the skin. This includes, however, also shear, vibration and unevenness of
a palpated surface. Thus, these receptors are capable of determining textural, roughness and
small shape information about what we touch. In common, the sensation produced through these
receptors is called tactile.
Both muscles and joints have receptors to determine their respective states. This is called proprioception, which means perception that responds to an internal stimuli, a reaction to tensions
and positions of the limbs. Through intuitive forward kinematics, the body knows the position
of, for example, the hand and fingers from the information received through the proprioceptory
stimuli. The sense is used for body control, but also to determine weights, forces, friction, viscosity and shapes. This is more commonly known as the kinæsthetic component of the sense of
touch.
These two parts of the haptic sense collaborate to produce the full impression of an examined
object. Different properties are identified by each of these and at the end it is often impossible to
determine how the properties were identified — the properties of the object are subconsciously
mapped from the stimuli in the perception apparatus into a mental image.

1.1. HAPTICS
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Figure 1.1: Two commercially available kinæsthetic devices. The left device is a Desktop PHANToM from SensAble Inc. and the one to the right is an Omega.6 from Force Dimension. The red
outline shows the part held by the user, which is a pen in these two devices. The green dot shows
the position of the probe for each device.

1.1.2

Computer Interaction

In computer science, haptics is used in a type of computer interface where touch is made a part
of the information flow between the user and the computer. The human sense of touch is based
on the process of palpating objects. It is the dynamic change of stimuli over time as the finger,
for example, is moved over a surface that is interpreted as a structure, texture or shape. Thus,
the haptic display unit (HDU) is suitable for use as an interaction device, such as a mouse, that
in the human-computer interface becomes a user input device with haptic feedback. The haptic
feedback in this type of interaction is anything from a force response from touching a virtual
object, to a vibration giving warning or confirmatory cues.
Since the sense of touch is actually two senses, it is natural to consider two types of HDU used
in research: tactile displays and kinæsthetic displays. There are, however, also more specialized
devices such as encounter type devices, knobs and sticks that are no different from any other
control except that they show computer controlled behaviour, and walking units that simulate
the interaction with the ground, such as treadmills and dynamic ground surfaces. While there is
active research performed on these types of interfaces, they are still uncommon and have little
relation to the work presented here.
Tactile displays include both devices that are capable of generating some sense of tactile
touch and those that simply produce vibrations, called vibrotactile units. Examples of tactile
units that simulate touch are devices that use pneumatic actuators or servos to manipulate a surface touching the skin, and devices that apply an electrical current to stimulate the cutaneous
receptors. Tactile devices are still uncommon, mostly because of the difficulties of building
small and effective actuators. Pneumatic and servo-based devices are still large and while electrocutaneous devices can be small, they can be uncomfortable to use. The most promising tactile

6
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display unit to day is the piezoelectric vibrotactile element that can be built into touch screens,
thereby enabling confirmatory cues, for example when virtual buttons are pressed. Also, research
making use of distributed miniature vibrators over a part of the human body, such as the back
or a foot, is not unusual. Is is quite possible to associate vibrations with direction and, through
learning, even more abstract notions.
A tactile mouse, an ordinary computer mouse but with an active tactile surface on one or several of the buttons, would be able to produce the sense of touching the appearance of a computer
desktop, like a texture. Moving the mouse over the edge of a window or a button, for example,
could give the instantaneous feedback feeling like moving the finger over a ridge, a ridge that
can be followed by the sense of touch.
Today, the most common haptic devices for computer interaction are the kinæsthetic devices.
These work by communicating forces and positions between the user and the computer, and the
structural design is often not unlike the form of an industrial robot. The user then interacts with
the robot through an end effector, which can be a pen or a ball held by the user. See figure 1.1 for
examples. Most common is that the device reads the position, specified by the user through the
end effector, and that the output is the force actuated on that same end effector through a set of
fast motors in the robot arm. This is called an impedance control paradigm, signifying that the
user may directly affect the haptic instrument, but that this produces an impeding response in the
form of a feedback force. This kind of feedback is commonly referred to as force feedback. The
alternative type of kinæsthetic device measures a force applied by the user to the end effector. It
has absolute control over the position of the end effector and moves it to respond to the applied
force. This is called admittance control paradigm [dLLFR02], signifying that the haptic instrument admits only certain actions by the user, for example moving the instrument in free space or
over a surface, but not through a surface. Devices following this paradigm are generally large to
be able to enforce the absolute positioning, and are also strong and produce a superior feedback
stability.
Apart from the mechanical characteristics and other implementation specific aspects, kinæsthetic devices are characterized by their Degrees-of-Freedom (DoF). This property describes the
number of and which independent dimensions that the device is capable of monitoring or controlling. Thus, a device can have different DoF for input and output. In general the 1–3 DoF of a
device refers to positional dimensions. In this terminology a device of 2 DoF, for example, is capable of handling positions constrained to a plane. Having 4–6 DoF then refers to full positional
motion including one or more rotational axes. Thus, a 6 DoF device is capable of handling full
positional and rotational motions.
Most kinæsthetic devices have a single end effector, such as a pen or a ball that the user holds
in their hand and through which they interact with the computer. This enables an easy abstraction
of the interface between the haptic software and the device drivers: the driver provides a single
point as an interface to the haptic device. This point is called the probe, which is a point at the
base of the end effector of the device, see figure 1.1. For a 6 DoF input device the probe has
both a position and an orientation and for a 6 DoF output device, both force and torque can be
exerted on the probe. The most common type of commercial high-end haptic device today is a
single point impedance control kinæsthetic device of 6 DoF position/orientation input and 3 DoF
force output. Examples are the PHANToM series from SensAble inc. [MS94] and the Omega.X

7
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Phychophysics

Control Theory

Virtual Reality

Figure 1.2: The research on haptics is divided into three disciplines with natural overlaps, combinations and collaborations.
family from Force Dimension [For]. The resolution varies but falls generally in the vicinity of
10 µm for position and 0.1◦ for rotation, while the maximum force that can be exerted is about
10 N. This is the type of haptic device that is considered in this thesis.

1.2 Haptic Disciplines
The research on haptics has become naturally divided into three different disciplines, each with
a separate approach to the concept. These are the areas of psychophysics, control theory and virtual reality, see figure 1.2. There are natural overlaps, combinations and collaborations between
these disciplines, but they concentrate on different parts of the concept and identify different
challenges. The results from these disciplinces are often found in separate journals and conferences.
The basic understanding of these different aspects of haptics is important for the clear understanding of the various challenges imposed in the area. The work presented in this thesis is
concerned with these challenges, so for the full understanding of the theory, design choices and
implementation details presented in this thesis it will be necessary to review these disciplines.

1.2.1

Psychophysics

The oldest branch concerning theories about haptics stems from the field of psychology. This
particular branch of psychology is known as psychophysics, which is

8
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“...a branch of psychology concerned with the effect of physical processes (as intensity of stimulation) on the mental processes and especially sensations of an organism.” Merriam-Webster’s Medical Dictionary1

In this area it is the implications of touch on human interaction with the world that are the
relevant issues. The human part of the haptic process is of most interest and this process is
analyzed from the perspective of the human body and mind. Since the psychological concerns
are not limited to that which can be simulated using computer devices, research in psychophysics
is more concentrated on the tactile sense than the other disciplines. That does not mean that the
kinæsthetic part is disregarded.
Topics of interest in this discipline are, for example, the nature of the haptic memory, such
as how we remember the tactile impression and shape of objects [KAC88, HB06], and discrimination thresholds [RB02, HTB+ 06, TBS+ 06a, BSH+ 06]. A topic of particular interest for the
work presented in this thesis is the process of touch — what forces, features or processes are
important for the haptic sense. Research presented by Lederman and Klatzky in [LK87], for
example, identifies a set of “exploratory procedures” that are used to identify different properties
of the palpated matter:
• lateral motion, move a finger across a surface to perceive texture
• pressure, press a finger a against surface to perceive hardness
• static contact, to detect temperature
• unsupported holding, to judge weight
• enclosure, closing the hand around an object to perceive global shape
• contour following, follow the edge or shape of an object to get an image of its shape
Our sense of touch provides a synergistic image produced from both tactile and kinæsthetic
components. In interaction with computers and other technical systems, it is important that the
equipment allow for both components. Thus, when using a haptic interaction device, a combination of tactile and kinæsthetic stimuli is usually exerted through the instrument. Low-frequency
feedback is typically perceived through the joints and muscles, while the high-frequency feedback is registered as vibrations or texture. For the haptic instrument to be able to provide both
types of stimuli, it must be quick and able to convey the fastest changes. Thus, most systems update the haptic feedback at very high frequency, which puts a limit on the time for the estimation
of the haptic feedback.

1.2.2

Control Theory

In the control theory discipline, haptic interaction is treated as a control system and appropriate
theories and methods are applied to analyze the haptic behaviour and improve performance. This
system incorporates the following parts:
1
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• the user of the system
• the haptic device
• the computer and its control system
These parts and their mutual communications are shown in figure 1.3. The system of haptic
interaction is a dynamic system due to its ability to change the internal states, such as hand position and velocity, over time. The hand/device part of the system is time continuous while the
device/computer part is time discrete, which makes it a hybrid system. The connection between
these two parts is generally handled through a simple sample-and-hold in the continuous to discrete time conversion, and by applying a piecewise constant output in the opposite direction.
With this view of the haptic interaction, the algorithm that generates the haptic feedback
can be viewed as a control system that aims to affect the motion of the users hand through the
sampled position data. Since the haptic interaction forms a closed loop, any sudden force or
other action will be fed back and affect the system for a time. Thus, a latency in the system
will introduce a delay in the feedback that may reinforce oscillation at certain frequencies. This
introduces a second reason for updating the haptic feedback at a high frequency To make the
control loop stable for a wide range of control algorithms, most systems run at a frequency of at
least 1 kHz which gives a latency of less than a millisecond. The higher the sampling frequency,
the lower the integration error becomes that is caused by the piecewise constant output from the
computer. To simulate hard surfaces, for example, a stiff control is required, which increases the
integration error and, in turn, gives rise to instability if the sampling rate is not high enough.
Research of particular significance for the work presented here is that aiming at improving
the stability of complex control algorithms. The algorithms for haptics presented in this thesis
make use of an approach for increasing the haptic stability called virtual decoupling [CSB94,
AH99] (sometimes referred to as virtual coupling). The principle of this approach is discussed
in section 2.1.

1.2.3

Virtual Reality

Haptics made an early entry into the realm of virtual reality. In virtual reality, computer graphics
is combined with advanced display systems and control devices to provide an immersive and
natural interaction with the environment. In this way the fast and effective natural interaction
with the real world can be applied in various applications, and real situations can be examined and
tested in a fully controlled environment. This discipline is concerned mainly with the algorithms,
issues and challenges in integrating the technology of haptics the into graphical environments,
for example algorithms for generating the haptic feedback, typically force feedback, and visual
feedback from touching virtual objects.
This discipline is concerned with the implementation of applications and simulators such as
those for virtual prototyping, building digital mock-up models for testing functionality, feel and
usability, and surgery simulators for medical education and pre-operative planning and training.
Since haptics is a natural part of our interaction with the real world, it can be introduced into
virtual reality and graphics for increased realism, presence and immersion. For example, the
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Figure 1.3: Haptic interaction can be considered to be a dynamic, hybrid system with time continuous real world dynamics and a discrete time software control system, connected through the
haptic display. The haptic display converts the continuous real world position, ~x, to a digital value
through sampling and renders the force feedback, f~, continuous by holding the time-discrete
value specified by the haptic algorithm constant between the samples.
haptic feedback physically prevents the user from moving their hand or body through an object.
This type of feedback also allows for increased control by activating the proprioceptory control
of the limbs, thus potentially speeding up the completion of complex tasks. Evaluations of well
defined tasks [WH00, KD02, PNCD01, IN93, AKH01, WPS+ 02] have shown that haptics has
the potential to significantly increase both speed and accuracy of human-computer interaction.
Haptic feedback also provides additional information about the material of panels and buttons in
the environment thereby increasing the sense of presence, but potentially also providing a more
accurate interpretation and understanding of objects.
A system supporting interaction with more than one sense is called a multimodal system.
In this thesis visualization of data acquired through different methodologies and with different
representations and contents is handled. Systems simultaneously handling multiple types of data
are generally also called multimodal, hence there is a risk of confusion.

1.3 Volume Visualization
Visualization is the process of making something perceptible to the mind or imagination. In
computer science this refers to the rendering of data onto a display to convey a message or
make understandable some concrete or abstract features contained in the data. This display is
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often a monitor showing visual images, but may also be a haptic display providing a haptic
representation of the data, loudspeakers conveying auditory cues or, in the future, maybe even an
olefactory display. Volume visualization is the art and science of presenting the information that
resides in volumetric data, or volumes.
The amount of information contained in a volume can be immense and it is often advantageous to process the data to make important features it more easily perceivable. The process of
visualizing volumetric data includes tasks like data reduction to lower to amount of displayed
data, data extraction to automatically select parts of the data that may be of interest, data enhancement to improve the definition of faint but potentially important features, data representation to convert data into a form that can be shown on the designated display. The main aim
is to convert the data from an abstract cloud into a representation that can be perceived and
understood, and thereby make best use of the human analytical system.

1.3.1

Volumetric Data

Interaction with most objects in the real world is through their surfaces. For example, we see
the skin of our body and the green surface of the leaves on the trees. A volume describes not
only the surfaces of geometrical object, such as a car or the skeleton of a human patient, but also
the full distribution of information outside and inside of these surfaces. Examples are the air
pressure or air flow around the body of a car, or the value of some tissue parameter throughout
the body of a human patient. The two examples in figure 1.4 illustrate the difference between
volume visualization and an example of non-volume visualization.
A volume is essentially a function in 3D space. A scalar volume is a mapping from a position
in space to a scalar parameter (V : R3 → R) and a vector volume maps the position to a vector
property (V~ : R3 → RN where N is typically 3). Volumetric data can, at any observed scale in
the real world, be considered continuous down to an unmeasurable granularity. In computers the
storage space is limited, so volumes are in computer science generally defined not continuously
throughout the occupied space, but only at discrete sample points called voxels. For the purpose
of representing data at any position in the volume, interpolation is used.
Examples of volumetric data used in the work presented in this thesis are Computer Tomography (CT) data, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) data and Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) data, which are sampled volumes. A continuous volumetric data set must be defined by
one or a set of analytical functions that can be numerically estimated at any position. As an
example, an analytically defined function is used in section 6.2.1 to simulate the electropotential
of a molecule.
In the context of the work presented here it is unimportant whether a volume is discrete
or continuous and all volumes in the remainder of this thesis are considered to be continuous.
Volumes that are sampled by nature can simply be interpolated into a continuous function using
interpolation. In this work tri-linear interpolation has been used throughout.
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Figure 1.4: Two examples of visualization. The left imagea is an example of visualization of car
collision deformation and the right imageb is an example of volume visualization. Observe how
translucency in the volume visualization reveals internal features not present in visualization of
surface data.
a
b

Image courtesy of Wikipedia (http://www.wikipedia.org).
Data set courtesy of VolVis distribution of SUNY Stony Brook (http://www.volvis.org).

1.3.2

Visual Volume Rendering

The full data of a volume cannot be solidly rendered. That would produce the visual impression
of a solid cube where only the data at the six sides are visible. Much of the process of creating
a visual representation of volumetric data is to remove unwanted and unnecessary parts in the
data and enhance the important features through a more sparse visual representation. In this way
unimportant, redundant and occluding information in the volume is removed to better show the
important parts.
A typical example of removing data is the extraction and rendering of isosurfaces in scalar
volumes. Many algorithms exist that extract an explicit isosurface geometry from scalar data, a
geometry that can then be rendered on the screen. The rendering of geometrical representations
of volumetric data is a type of indirect volume rendering. As such it suffers from the disadvantage
that it only represents a pre-selected subset of the data, in this case at positions defined by a
simple isovalue. A more powerful approach to produce a visual representation of volumetric
data is direct volume rendering (DVR). In this approach the full data is considered, but only
parts that are important are rendered by manually or semi-automatically making uninteresting
parts transparent or semi-transparent. In this way the interesting parts stand out and can be
visually identified or explored by a user of the system. The DVR approach can, by considering
the full volume, potentially show properties that cannot be represented by simple isosurfaces
such as width of a surface. This can represent, for example, the thickness of the skin in medical
visualization.
It is common in volume rendering that a set of transfer functions is used, each mapping one
scalar value to another (τ : R → R), to map the scalar value of the volume to the red, green, blue
and opacity (alpha) components of the visual rendering. The transfer functions are thus used
to specify the visual impression of different values in the volume, and which values should be
transparent and how transparent they should be. There are also several techniques available for
feature enhancements, such as modulating the opacity by the magnitude of the gradient in the
data to enhance borders regions with different scalar values, or by modulating it by the curvature
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(a) Direct Volume Rendering (DVR) of the
magnitude of the electropotential gradient.

(b) Stream-tubes showing by their shape, radius and colour the structure and magnitude of
the electropotential gradient.

Figure 1.5: Two examples of vector volume visualization. This vector volume represents the
electropotential gradient around a dichloroethane molecule.
with respect to the viewer’s position to enhance silhouettes.
For vector data, each point in the volume consists of several independent components that
makes up a vector. The number of properties that may be of interest increase accordingly. The
vector magnitude and divergence, for example, are scalar properties that can be rendered as
described above. Vector properties are typically visually rendered using some geometry that, at
the position of the geometry, provides a visual representation of the data. An example of this
is the use of glyphs, small icons such as arrows, distributed in the volume. These represent
the magnitude and direction of the vector field through size, colour and orientation. Another
common example is stream-lines, stream-ribbons and stream-tubes — lines, ribbons and tubes
that show the path that a particle would flow from a predefined “seed” position if the vector field
represented a fluid flow. Stream-ribbons can, by their rotation through the volume, represent
rotation of the vector field, while stream-tubes are capable of also representing an additional
scalar property through the tube radius. Stream-tube visualization and DVR of the same example
data are shown in figure 1.5.

1.3.3

Haptic Volume Visualization

Haptic volume visualization is the art and science of producing haptic feedback that produces
guidance and conveys information about structures and features in volumetric data in the purpose
of enhancing the understading of the data. It is typically used as a complement to visual volume
visualization in a multimodal approach in an attempt to make use of even more of the power of
human perception. The haptic feedback has shown potential for both guidance and conveying
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information from the environment, both of which may be of great use in the exploration of
complex data. The haptic feedback typically provides local cues and guidance to improve the
understanding of data at the palpated position. This provides a natural local enhancement of the
global information provided by the visual display.
The work presented in this thesis has aimed at developing new algorithms that provide better
haptic feedback from volumetric data for volume visualization and thus more powerful methods
for visualization. It is also desirable to find a deeper understanding of the issues and challenges
involved in the integration of haptics and graphics in such applications, and the implications of
the actual user behaviour, preferences and understanding.

1.4 Research Challenges
While most research in haptics approaches the problem from one of the views or disciplines
described earlier, every result provides an overlap between the areas. Similarly, the challenges
in haptic volume visualization, while approaching the problem from the virtual reality point of
view, have contributions from all three. Challenges in the implementation of algorithms for
haptic exploration of volumetric data include
• to ensure high stability so that unwanted vibrations and other artifacts are avoided, and so
that the feedback does not harm the user or become active or unnatural
• to provide natural and intuitive feedback, so that learning threshold is kept low
• to provide advanced and versatile feedback, so that the modes of interaction can be adjusted
to the situation at hand and provide effective guidance and information for any type of data
• to allow for free exploration by removing the occlusion caused by distinct surfaces in the
data
• to provide a haptic representation of the data at any position in the volume
The search for high stability holds for any haptic algorithm because instability introduces
unwanted artifacts that disturb the natural interaction. In interplay with real objects, there are no
such vibrations. Artifacts and instability often spring from imperfections in the control systems
of the software or from a delay calculating the haptic feedback that exceeds the time limit o 1 ms
suggested above. The nature of the haptic control system, being a dynamic hybrid system, poses
challenges for the control algorithms to dampen numerical errors while still maintaining a high
fidelity connection between the virtual objects and the force feedback.
Providing natural and intuitive feedback, and feedback that provides the best bandwidth and
guidance for a situation are not necessarily combinable. In certain situations the more natural or
intuitive mode of interaction may be much less effective at representing the data, or guiding the
user. There may, therefore, be a trade-off between these goals and the challenge is to find methods
that provide adjustments and calibrations that supports the search for the optimal balance.
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1.5 Contributions
This section contains a short review of the main contributions of each publication included in
this thesis. The author of this thesis is first author and main contributor of all the included papers
and articles, and is the single author of this thesis.
Paper A The introduction of proxy-based volume haptics and the use of yielding constraints as
a shape representation of volumetric data
Paper B Additional haptic modes from yielding constraints, for interaction with vector data
Paper C The introduction of haptic primitives as a means for combining yielding constraints
and force functions, and allowing for non-orthogonal constraints in volume exploration
Paper D A proof and description of the orthogonality problem with the constraint-based approach to volume haptics
Paper E Applying knowledge-based tissue separation to enable high fidelity haptic rendering,
with tissue specific material properties, of data with low signal to noise ratio and overlapping tissue scalar ranges
Paper F The complete framework for haptic visualization based on the haptic primitives, and a
qualitative evaluation identifying important issues and aspects in the utilization of haptic
visualization
Paper G The design details on a fast and high precision analytical solver for the haptic primitives and a general numerical solver, and a solver chain design that first selects the high
fidelity solver but enables fall-back on the general solver if the analytical solver fails
Paper H The principles and algorithms required for haptic rendering of moving and time-varying
volumetric data
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Chapter 2
Haptic Volume Visualization
Adding haptic feedback to volume visualization has the potential to increase interaction precision
and speed, and improve the understanding of the data. The haptic impression complements the
visual with cues that can be recognized and understood both consciously and subconsciously,
forming a secondary but synergistic and important part of the experience of the data. The main
challenge in haptic volume visualization is to design an algorithm that converts the user actions
into a force reaction that represents the local volumetric data in a useful and stable manner.
This chapter discusses the alternatives for converting volumetric data into a haptic feedback and
reviews algorithms and related research on the topic.
The following section reviews algorithms for haptic interaction with explicit surface data.
These are common methods for generating haptic feedback in virtual reality applications, but
the techniques used also reappear in algorithms for haptics in volume visualization. The rest of
the chapter then reviews methods and algorithms for generating haptic feedback from volumetric
data, with particular focus on methods suitable for visualization.

2.1 Surface Haptics
Algorithms for haptic interaction with explicit surface information are designed to generate a
force feedback when the haptic probe comes in contact with the surface. Since a force feedback
device (impedance control) is incapable of explicitly controlling the position of the haptic probe,
the surface simulating control system must allow the probe to penetrate surfaces. When a surface
is penetrated, however, a force is applied to stop the probe from penetrating further. This is the
basic principle of surface rendering which is common to all algorithms for impedance-based
haptic feedback.
The penetration of surfaces is not as serious an issue as it might seem. Since the kinæsthetic
sense of touch has a low resolution at low frequencies (e.g. shown in [LT69]), the displacement is
not as prominently perceived through touch as it is through vision. Thus, the impression of penetration can be reduced by giving the visual impression of the haptic instrument not penetrating
the surface. This way the increasing resistance when applying increasing force and penetrating
17
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the surface further is rather perceived as an increasing force applied to the surface.
The first developed approach used for force feedback from geometrical surfaces apply a force
that pulls the haptic probe towards the closest point on the closest polygon of the object boundary,
see figure 2.1(a). The force strength is made proportional to the penetration depth, as if a spring
was connected between the probe and the surface. This gives a feedback force that is the effect of
a “penalty” from the penetration of the polygon surface, which gives it the name penalty-method
[MS94, SBM+ 95].
The proportionality constant defines the stiffness of the force feedback. This stiffness can, to
some degree, be used to simulate the hardness of surfaces. It is, however, primarily a parameter
of the control system in which the point on the surface is the reference point and the probe is
the controlled signal [CSB94]. The control system is in that respect essentially a classical PID
regulator, in this case with zero integration and derivative parameters. A non-zero damping term
is sometimes used to improve the feedback fidelity. Since the haptic algorithm is a discrete
control system which suffers from noise in the sensor read-off, the instant derivative estimation
is not reliable. Furthermore, the controlled model includes the user’s hand and other things that
are unknown to the haptic algorithm and may even change during the simulation, so the optimal
damping is hard to determine. It is, therefore, not uncommon that the damping term is omitted
in the setting of the haptic parameters.
The integration component of the PID regulator removes steady state differences between
the input and output signals. Introducing that term would remove the surface penetration after
holding the haptic instrument still on a geometrical surface for a while. For the kinæsthetic part
of the haptic perception the accurate and high fidelity dynamics is of much higher importance
than the removal of a small constant error [LT69, ITR06].
The penalty method suffers from artifacts that make it impractical in real applications. Since
the approach represents a static control it has, at the time the feedback is calculated, no memory
of which surface was previously palpated. Because of this, the algorithm can suddenly treat another surface, at this instant closer to the probe, as that currently palpated. This gives rise to such
artifacts as pop-through of thin objects when the opposite side of the object suddenly becomes
closer to the probe than the first palpated side, and discontinuities around edges and corners.
To remove these artifacts the system needs a memory of what part of the palpated object was
touched the last time the haptic feedback was estimated. This memory is implemented through
a virtual object that is left on the surface that the probe penetrates. Each time the feedback is
calculated for a haptic frame, the system now knows the previous surface position.
The first implementations following this approach used a single surface point called a godobject [ZS95, Hut00], see figure 2.1(b). Using a single point as memory for interaction, however,
has some disadvantages. Numerical errors in the estimation of triangle surfaces sometimes leave
small gaps between the triangles composing the surface of an object, and such gaps have proved
large enough for the god-object. Thus, the god-object could fall through object surfaces. The
god-object method was refined by Ruspini et al. in [RKK97] to avoid the need for the explicit
topology information by the introduction of a finite-sized spherical proxy object, see figure 2.1(c).
The proxy is an internal representation of the haptic probe. It is fully controlled by the surface
simulation algorithm and can be constrained by surfaces in a stable manner. The force feedback
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(a) The penalty method generates a (b) The god-object method use a
force towards the closest point in the point on the polygon surface to
closest polygon.
serve as memory of which surface
is currently palpated.

(c) The proxy method use a finite
sized sphere as proxy for the haptic probe to avoid the proxy to slip
through inter-polygonal cracks.

Figure 2.1: The three most common approaches for generating haptic feedback from polygonal
surface data.
is then calculated by simulating coupling through a virtual spring damper,
f~fb = −k (~xprobe − ~xproxy ) − D (~vprobe − ~vproxy )

(2.1)

where k is the stiffness of the coupling and D is a dampening term. In free space the proxy
is automatically moved to the position of the probe and no feedback is generated through the
virtual coupling. When an object is penetrated by the probe, the proxy is moved over the surface
towards the probe. By modulating the movement of the proxy over the surface, other effects
can be generated, such as friction, texture, haptic shading and even bump-maps. Because both
the god-object method and the proxy-based method let surfaces constrain the movements of the
proxy object, they are sometimes also referred to as constraint-based.

2.2 Haptic Modes for Volume Haptics
When haptic interaction is made available in computer graphics applications, it is generally based
on the notion of surfaces. The haptic feedback is generated as a response to touching geometrical
representations of surfaces in the virtual environment, and the feedback is perceived as a surface.
Different algorithms for haptic interaction with surfaces all strive towards a common goal —
more stable and more correct or realistic surface feedback. Haptic interaction with volumetric
data is different. In volumetric data there are no explicit surfaces. Some volumetric data sets
contain data that could be interpreted as surfaces, but not all. Since the volumetric data can not be
directly interpreted in a straightforward haptic form, some haptic representation of the contents
must be generated in a selected or designed manner. The term haptic mode was suggested by
Pao and Lawrence [PL98] as a word describing the unique haptic impression in interaction with
volumetric data. A haptic mode is a distinct haptic representation of data that provides a unique
connection between data and representation. Thus, different haptic modes applied to the same
data may
1. provide haptic representations of different properties of the volumetric data
2. provide different haptic effects representing the same property of the data
Volumetric data sets may contain different types of attribute data, both with respect to the
dimensionality (scalar, vector or tensor), and with respect to what the values in the data set
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represent. A vector volume may, for example, represent air or fluid flow information generated
through CFD, or the strength and orientation of a magnetic field. While a certain haptic mode
may be compatible with scalar data, it might not work with vector data. Similarly, a mode
compatible with vector data but designed for intuitive interaction with fluid flow data might not
be appropriate for exploration of a magnetic field, even if the data is compatible. The mode could
be counter intuitive or simply not convey the most important properties of the data.
Here follows a review of previous methods suggested for interaction with volumetric scalar
and vector data.

2.3 Scalar Data Representations
In haptic interaction with scalar data, such as CT data, an obvious mode of interaction is with
isosurfaces in the data. There are many methods available for isosurface extraction, some readily
available in various libraries for visualization. One example is the Marching Cubes algorithm
[LC87], a popular approach because of its memory efficiency, speed and relatively straightforward implementation. The haptic feedback is then generated through interaction with this geometrical representation of the data by applying one of the readily available algorithms for surface
haptics.
The explicit extraction of global isosurfaces in the volume can be time consuming and prohibits the interactive updating of surface value and position. An alternative is then to use a local
intermediate surface representation [KSW+ 99, CHS00]. The local methods require less memory than global and, since they require no pre-processing, they also provide quicker response to
changes in the data. These methods do, however, require run-time surface estimation.
If the haptic feedback is generated by a surface that can be implicitly defined, such as an
isosurface, the feedback can be generated without the use of an intermediate representation.
Implicit surfaces is a straightforward and viable alternative to the use of explicit geometrical
surfaces in scalar data. These can be implicit isosurfaces in volumetric data, as suggested in
[ST97, KKSD02], but also NURBS (Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline) as described in [TJC97].
The algorithms used for haptic interaction with implicit surfaces are similar to those for interaction with explicit surface representations: when the surface has been penetrated, a force is
generated that pulls the probe towards the surface with a force proportional to the distance to
the surface. These algorithms even apply a proxy point, similarly to the methods for the haptic
rendering of polygonal data.
Some of the characteristics of geometrical representations of haptics may detract from the
positive impact of adding haptics to the exploration. The primary common characteristics are
the existence of discrete, distinct and predefined or interactively defined constraints. This means
that, in a situation where surface interaction is natural, the feedback is generally crisp and stable.
The use of distinct, impenetrable constraints, however, suffers from the potential occlusion of
important regions in the volume. A user may need to deactivate the haptic feedback to allow
the probe to be moved into a new region, and then re-activate the feedback. Furthermore, by
limiting the interaction to discrete positions in space, only a subset of the data is represented
through the haptic feedback. The full consequence of this can be avoided by providing interactive
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redefinition of the haptic geometries. For example, the geometries can be assigned a maximum
strength which, when this force is exceeded, causes the current geometry to be redefined at a new
position that renders a lower force, as suggested in [IBHJ03]. This, however, has the effect of
producing a “snap” sensation when moving the haptic probe between palpated regions.
An alternative to the haptic rendering of explicit or implicit surfaces in scalar data is the
direct force mapping, or force function approach. Here the force feedback is estimated through a
vector-valued function of the volumetric data, extracted at the probe position, ~xprobe . Sometimes
the probe velocity, ~vprobe , is also used to produce a viscosity feedback representing the data.
~ that maps the data into an
Designing a haptic mode is then a matter of designing a function, F,
~
understandable and usable feedback force, ffb ,
~ xprobe , ~vprobe )
f~fb = F(~

(2.2)

~ is dependent on the data.
where F
There are many ways the volumetric data can be translated into a vector-valued feedback
force. In interaction with scalar data, it is necessary to extract a vector-valued property of the
haptic interaction. For example, the velocity of the probe is a suitable vector-valued property to
generate a viscosity feedback [AS96, HQK98]. By letting the viscosity scale relative the local
scalar value, a haptic sense of the local value is conveyed,
f~fb = −τ (V (~xprobe ))~vprobe

(2.3)

where V is the scalar volume and τ is a transfer function describing a mapping between the
scalar value and the viscosity. The feedback from this function is dependent on the speed of
exploration. If the user wants to perform closer examination, the lower examination speed will
reduce the magnitude of the feedback force. This is a problem identified by, among others, Aviles
and Ranta in [AR99].
A way to represent the relative distribution of the scalars in the volume is to generate the
force from the scalar gradient,
~ (~xprobe )
f~fb = τ (V (~xprobe ))∇V

(2.4)

as suggested by several researchers in [IN93, AS96, GSM+ 97, HI97, HQK98]. This force function pushes the haptic probe either towards or away from regions with high scalar value, depending on the sign of the transfer function, τ .
The gradient-based force-function feedback can work well with volumes with low frequency
contents, producing a soft push towards regions of interest or even generating a feedback similar
to surfaces. If the force scaling is set high, however, or the scalar data contains high frequency
regions, unstable behaviour can occur in the form of vibration. This is caused by the energy
added by the gradient force to the control system as the probe moves through the volume. In
regions where the gradient vector changes magnitude or direction quickly, the probe will start
moving back and forth causing high or low frequency vibrations. This problem can be reduced
by adding a damper but that reduces the feedback fidelity.
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A combination of the characteristics of the viscosity and the gradient directed force has also
been suggested in [PL98, MGS96]. By projecting the probe velocity onto the gradient vector, a
viscosity feedback is produced only in the direction of the gradient,
~ (~xprobe )
~vprobe · ∇V
f~fb = −τ (V (~xprobe ))
~ (~xprobe )
∇V

(2.5)

This function provides a viscosity feedback with a sense of the orientation of the scalar distribution in the volume. Since the viscosity feedback absorbs energy from the haptic interaction,
this mode of interaction provides better stability than the gradient force, which adds energy to
the system. It suffers, however, from the same disadvantage as ordinary viscosity, as described
above, since the feedback depends on the speed of the users movements.
Alternative feedback can be produced by extracting more advanced, even global, properties
of the volume prior to the haptic interaction. Bartz et al., for example, propose in [BG00] the
use of the gradient force described above, but on pre-processed data. By extracting a scalar data
set that describes the distance for every voxel to the closest surface in a pre-segmented data set,
the gradient force pushes the haptic probe away from surfaces into the centre of a cavity. By
extracting a scalar data set that, for every voxel, describes the length of the shortest path to a
target position, the gradient force pushes the probe towards that position. Both these two fields
are used to guide the probe through a cavity towards a target location in the data.
A simple method for increasing the feedback quality and generating more advanced haptic
feedback is to add a memory to the function and thereby let the feedback be dependent, not only
on the position of the probe in the data, but also its path to that position. One example is a haptic
mode for exploration of shockwaves in CFD data presented in [LLPN00]. Here the distance that
the probe has moved since the feedback was last estimated is projected onto the gradient vector.
The resulting vector is accumulated into an estimation of the penetration depth into a shockwave
in the scalar data. This penetration depth is then used to estimate the force feedback. When the
gradient magnitude is large enough to be deemed part of a shockwave, the penetration depth, D,
and force feedback are estimated according to

~ xn )
~xnprobe − ~xn−1
probe
probe · ∇V (~
Dn = Dn−1 +
(2.6)
n
~
∇V (~xprobe )
~ (~xn )
f~fb = −k Dn ∇V
probe

(2.7)

where ~xnprobe and Dn are the probe position and penetration depth at the nth estimation of the
haptic feedback, V is the scalar volume and k is the stiffness constant.

2.4 Vector Data Representations
A straightforward haptic representation of vector data is implemented by constraining the haptic probe to follow the vector field along the direction of the vectors. This approach can be
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Figure 2.2: The geometrical representation of a vector volume is generated by constraining the
proxy object to follow the vector field.
considered the haptic equivalent to the visual stream-lines used in volume visualization. This
mode of haptic interaction with vector fields has been suggested and used for example by Pao
and Lawrence under the name virtual constraint in [PL98], and Donald and Henle under the
name follow mode in [DH00]. Like the haptic rendering of implicit surfaces in scalar data, the
geometrical haptic representation of vector data is implemented by adding a proxy object. This
object is then moved towards the probe but always moved, using Euler or Runge-Kutta integration, to follow the vector field, see figure 2.2. The feedback from the probe displacement relative
the proxy then pulls the probe towards the stream-line which produces the virtual constraint, or
follow mode.
Locking the haptic feedback to implicit stream-lines in the data is equivalent to limiting the
haptic rendering to pre defined isovalues in the volume. For vector data, the direct force mapping
is also then a possible alternative approach.
When interacting with vector data, in contrast to scalar data, there is already a vector valued
property that can be used to generate haptic feedback: the local vector. The simplest form of
haptic feedback from volumetric data is to produce a direct mapping from the local vector to the
force feedback,
f~fb = C V~ (~xprobe )
(2.8)
where V~ is the vector volume and C is a force scaling constant. To provide more control over
the magnitude of the feedback, the constant C can be replaced with a transfer function, τ , of
the magnitude of the local vector and the vector itself is normalized. In this way a non-linear
mapping between vector magnitude and feedback strength can be obtained.
Pao et al. suggests, in [PL98], the use of the difference between the probe velocity and the
local vector value to generate viscosity and thereby produce a relative drag. This gives a feedback
similar to flow, which gives a sense of both the direction and magnitude of the vector field.
Another suggestion in the same publication is to generate the viscosity only when moving the
probe perpendicular to the local vector, called transverse damping. This function also describes
the direction and magnitude of the vector field, but does so by generating a guiding sensation, a
feeling of viscosity only when not moving the probe in the direction of the field.
A more advanced force function is suggested by Lawrence et al. in [LLPN00]. In this function
a vector representation of the vorticity in the data is first extracted,


~ × V~ (~xprobe ) × V~ (~xprobe )
(2.9)
ϕ
~= ∇
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where V~ is the vector data. This vector points towards the centre of vortices in the data and,
since the function performs only local operations, points towards the centre of rotation for partial
vortices as well. By applying this vector with appropriate scaling through transfer functions as
force feedback, a haptic representation of the vorticity is obtained,
ϕ
~
f~fb = τ (|~
ϕ|)
|~
ϕ|

(2.10)

In interaction with a complete vortex the feedback pulls the probe towards the vortex core and
guides the user to follow the extent of the vortex.

2.5 Direct Volume Haptics
For the haptic feedback to effectively convey information about the data throughout the volume,
the algorithm needs to both allow for free exploration by not introducing occlusion from distinct
surfaces in the data, and provide a haptic representation of the data at any position in the volume.
These qualities are not shared by the methods described for indirect haptic rendering of the data,
methods that use some intermediate representation of the data. By analogy with Direct Volume
Rendering (DVR) for visual rendering of volumetric data, to generate haptic feedback directly
from the volumetric data, rather than through an intermediate representation, is Direct Volume
Haptics (DVH).
The force function methods described above are all examples of DVH. They are capable of
representing the data at any position in the volume, and generally do not occlude potentially important regions. It can, however, be considered an over-simplistic approach to represent complex
volumetric data with a simple force. Especially since research shows that the human ability to
discriminate between force directions is poor [TBS+ 06b, BSH+ 06, TBS+ 06a, HTB+ 06]. Furthermore, many forms of force functions are prone to instability for some data.
The work presented in this thesis introduces methods for Direct Volume Haptics that combine
the benefits of both force functions and surface-based haptic representations. They represent
data at any position, do not suffer from haptic occlusion while providing shape representations
of data and retaining the stability of surface-based haptic rendering. This is done by implicitly
rendering shape representations simultaneously at all positions in the data, a continuous set of
shape representations.

Part II
Contributions and Results
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Chapter 3
Continuous Shape Representations
The first major contribution of the work presented in this thesis is the use of a continuous set
of shapes as a representation of features in volumetric data. The basic idea is that at any position in the data a haptic shape is rendered with properties representing the local data. Standard
exploratory procedures, identified by Lederman and Klatzky [LK87], can be used if the feedback is in the form of shapes, which enables natural and intuitive interaction with the data. The
concept of haptic shapes is introduced through an extension of the constraints concept, used in
geometry-based surface interaction, into yielding constraints which can be defined throughout
the volume. This chapter gives an overview of the key aspects of this contribution, introduced
primarily in papers A and B, and extended in C. The motivation for the development of the yielding constraints is found in the need for natural haptic feedback from volumetric density data with
representing solid matter, such as CT scans of human tissues. The haptic feedback should give a
feeling of the object that becomes mentally coupled with the visual representation of the contact.
The basic principle of this approach, however, can also be used to represent other types of data,
for example vector data.
The following section presents and describes the concept of yielding constraints. Section 3.2
then describes the haptic primitives — a powerful and versatile implementation of yielding constraints. In section 3.3 the implementation of haptic modes is described and section 3.4 then
discusses material properties in haptic interaction in the context of the yielding constraints. The
chapter ends with a section on the important characteristics of this interaction method.

3.1 Yielding Constraints
A yielding constraint is a haptic effect that imitates the feedback from a geometric shape, but
yields to a certain applied force. By allowing the local shape to yield, the user can move the
haptic probe in any direction, even through features in the data. A continuous distribution of
shape representations of the volumetric data is obtained by generating a local haptic shape at
the position of the haptic probe, regardless of that position, not limited to following isosurfaces
or any other distinct pre-defined locations and thus avoiding occlusion of potentially important
27
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Force

Haptic instrument
Probe

Figure 3.1: The concept of yielding constraints. When a force is applied that exceeds the strength
of the constraint, it yields to the force and allows the probe to move through to a new position
and a new constraint representing the local data at the new location.
regions. When the user applies a force exceeding the strength of the constraint, the constraint
yields, allowing the user to move through it, while the feedback is continuously calculated using
new constraints defined by the data at each new position. The principle of yielding constraints is
also shown in figure 3.1. The strength of the constraint is a naturally perceived property which
can effectively be used to represent important numerical properties of the data.

3.1.1

Proxy-based Implementation

An algorithm for DVH works by generating an implicit local haptic representation of data extracted at the probed position. In paper A the yielding constraints are introduced in DVH. The
implementation is based on proxy movements which are derived from haptic surface rendering,
described in section 2.1, to support the notion of yielding constraints. By handling a proxy point
that is constrained by features in the virtual environment and coupling this with the haptic probe
through a virtual spring, the features derived from the local data are perceived as distinct shapes.
For each haptic time-frame the haptic feedback is estimated in the following steps, also shown in
figure 3.2:
1. determine the directions and strengths of the local constraints
2. move the proxy in each (linearly independent) direction
3. estimate the force feedback from the new proxy position using the virtual coupling.
Determine the directions The direction of the constraints are determined from the contents
of the data. In paper A the primary feature to be represented through the feedback is the notion
of a continuous set of virtual surfaces at the probed position in the density data. This surface
effect is modelled using a constraint, the orientation of which is estimated through the gradient
operator. The second haptic effect used in surface simulation is the friction feedback. Static
friction is clearly a yielding constraint, resisting the movement unless a large enough force is
exerted. The direction of this constraint is always perpendicular to the first constraint, generating
the surface effect, and also directed in the opposite direction from the movement of the haptic
probe. This arrangement of constraints is shown in figure 3.3.
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Move the proxy When the directions (or orientations) of the constraints have been determined, the proxy should be moved to simulate the effect from these constraints. To simplify the
problem, the constraints are limited to be always orthogonal, so that their individual influence
on the force feedback becomes linearly independent. In whis way the proxy movements can be
handled separately in the direction of each constraint. The initial position of the proxy is the
location from the previous time step in the haptic loop. For each constraint the proxy is then
moved only if the force exerted by the coupling equation in that direction yields a larger force
than that specified as the strength of the constraint. The proxy is then moved to the position (in
the currently handled dimension) from which the coupling equation in that direction yields the
exact constraint strength, see figure 3.4. The proxy is thus moved according to
~x′proxy = ~xproxy + q̂ min(0, q̂ · (~xprobe − ~xproxy ) − s/k)

(3.1)

where q̂ is the constraint direction, s is the strength of the constraint and k is the stiffness of the
virtual coupling.
The strength of the constraints used in the haptic representation of the data are controlled
through transfer functions from numerical properties in the data. This is a type of material
property, an effect conveying information from the data, discussed in detail in section 3.4.
Estimate the force feedback Finally, the force feedback for the haptic frame is estimated
through the virtual coupling (equation 2.1). Since the constraints are linearly independent, the
combined movements yield a position that fully corresponds to the force contributions of each
constraint dimension.
These three steps are repeated for each haptic frame, generally at a rate of 1 kHz, producing
both a force feedback for that frame and a new proxy position. Thus, the proxy is moved a
very small distance in space at each haptic frame . Since the yielding constraints provide local
linear approximations of the features in the data, these movements integrate to a full approximation of curved features in the data. A discussion on the accuracy of this integral is provided in
section 3.5.2.

3.1.2

Penetrability

When a surface feature representation yields, a new surface feature beneath the previous one is
represented through the haptic feedback. The sensation can be described as an anisotropic 3D
friction. While this behaviour is natural for friction feedback — as the probe is moved away from
the position that gave friction resistance, the new position also provides friction resistance — the
way this applies also to surfaces may not be perceived as natural. The study presented in paper
F shows that it can require some training to understand the nature of the yielding representations
of the data and learn the palpation procedure that most effectively extracts information about the
data. The study, however, also shows that after only a short training period enough understanding
is gained to make effective use of haptic modalities based on yielding surface constraints.
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~ (~xproxy )
∇V

~x′proxy

~x′proxy
~xproxy

~xproxy

f~fb

~xprobe

~xprobe

(a) In the first step the data at the
palpated position, ~xproxy , are examined and the constraint directions determined. In this example the gradient of the scalar data
is used to simulate a surface.

~xprobe

(b) In the second step a simple
rule is used to move the proxy
separately in the direction of each
constraint.

(c) Finally, when the new proxy
position has been determined, the
feedback is estimated through a
virtual spring-damper.

Figure 3.2: The three steps used to update the proxy position and calculate the force feedback.

~xproxy

~xprobe

Figure 3.3: The constraint constellation for the surface and friction mode. The surface constraint
orientation is defined by the gradient vector and the friction constraint is set orthogonal to it and
facing towards the position of the probe.
~xproxy
(a)

(b)
s/k

(c)
(d)

~xprobe

Figure 3.4: The penetration of a surface with the proxy-based approach to yielding constraints.
As long as the applied force is less than the strength of the constraint (s), the proxy follows the
constraint (a–c). When the force exceeds the strength, the proxy moves through the constraint,
ending up at a new constraint below the previous one (d).
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Viscosity and Friction

Viscosity can be simulated by using a yielding constraint in the opposite direction from that in
which the haptic probe is pulling the proxy (~xproxy − ~xprobe ). This type of viscosity generates a
resistive force that is directly defined by the strength of the constraints. This is a simplification
of real viscosity, which is proportional to the sum of a constant property and terms from powers
of the probe velocity. The strength asigned to the constraint can, if this is desired, be set as
a function of the velocity, however removing the higher order terms makes the strength of the
feedback directly dependent on the data properties. Removing the dependency on the velocity of
the haptic probe, and thus making the feedback independent of the speed of exploration, yields
both higher stability and better control of how the information is presented to the user. This
increased perceptual stability has also been recognized by Aviles and Ranta in [AR99].
Friction is implemented in a similar way using a yielding constraint. However, in this case
the strength is relative to the normal directed force. The proportionality is specified through
the friction constant, µ. It is also possible to check if the proxy point is currently moving, and
so allow separate friction constants for static and dynamic friction. This static/dynamic friction
model is a simplification of the physically correct behaviour of surface friction, but a very popular
and widely used one. In fact, the behaviour of a yielding constraint is also similar to the popular
friction cone model [HM02], an approach used to introduce friction in the god-object based
approach to surface haptics, described in section 2.1.

3.2 Primitives-based Direct Volume Haptics
This section describes an implementation of yielding constraints based on haptic primitives. The
haptic primitives constitute both a means for estimating the haptic feedback, and an interface
for implementing haptic modes. The work presented in this chapter was introduced primarily in
paper C but is also discussed and improved in papers F and G.
The programming interface constituted by these primitives has shown to provide an intuitive
and powerful means for designing and implementing haptic modes. Through this interface the
haptic feedback with shape representations of data is programmed as easily as a force function,
by simply defining the equation that extracts the feature of interest from the data. A second motivation for the primitives-based approach is that, in contrast with the implementation described
above, it is capable of handling constraints that are not orthogonal.
First, the orthogonality problem is described together with examples of situations where the
constraints will not be orthogonal. Section 3.2.2 then discusses the principles of the haptic primitives, how they represent features in volumetric data and how they are implemented using a
proxy-based approach, see also figure 3.5.

3.2.1

Non-orthogonal Constraints

The implementation of yielding constraints described above (section 3.1.1) limits itself to orthogonal constraints. With this simplification the proxy movements can be handled individually
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Volumetric Data
Haptic mode 1
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Material
specifications
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Figure 3.5: The data flow in the primitives-based approach to volume haptics with an analogy
to visual volume rendering. The data is first extracted and used to control haptic primitives.
This constitutes the haptic mode. These haptic primitives are then combined into a single force
feedback that is sent to the force display.
in each constraint direction. If the constraints that are used to define the haptic feedback are
not orthogonal, the assumption that the constraints are linearly independent will be wrong and
so will be the resulting proxy position. This will result in incorrect haptic feedback and severe
artifacts.
Experience has shown that orthogonal constraints are common and that many visualization
applications can be handled perfectly well using this approach since, in most cases, a single data
set is visualized at a time and a single feature from this data set is of primary interest and is thus
represented using haptic feedback. From the very nature of the previous implementation it is
clear that it is incapable of handling non-orthogonal constraints, however further analysis of the
problem and a proof showing the nature of the problem are provided in paper D. That paper also
identifies two situations where this will be an issue: in the simultaneous handling of multiple
data sets and in haptic interaction with multiple modalities.
Multiple Data Sets
In most visualization applications one data set is loaded into the application and one data set is
shown in a single graphical window. If a new data set is loaded the previous set is removed. To
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Figure 3.6: Non-orthogonal constraints are common in cases where two visualizations are presented in the same virtual environment (left) and when multiple data properties are used simultaneously to generate haptic feedback (right), in this example flow and curl magnitude.
view two data sets these are generally loaded into separate windows or different view ports of
the same window. As immersive and semi-immersive visualization environments become more
common and we move closer to virtual reality based multimodal systems this might change.
In a virtual reality environment the user may simultaneously handle multiple visualizations.
To compare two data sets the user may hold them side by side. In this situation, the two data sets
both provide haptic feedback and since the constraints from the two separate data sets are not
correlated the individual features are likely to become non-orthogonal. If this is not handled by
the system, the feedback will be incorrect.
Multiple Modalities
Visualization of a single object may also be subject to this orthogonality issue when more than
one mode is used simultaneously. In interaction with more complex data the interplay between
multiple feature shape properties may be of primary interest. These properties may be features
extracted from the same data set. Different features extracted from the same data are often
orthogonal, for example the flow vector and vortex vector discussed in section 2.4, but there are
many cases when they are not. One example is the flow vector and magnitude gradient that can
both be extracted from vector data,
~ν1 = V~ (~x)
~ V~ (~x)
~ν2 = ∇

(3.2)
(3.3)

This combination is used in the study presented in paper F, performed with an application also
described in section 6.2.3.
More common is that different features of interest reside in separate co-registered data sets.
Data extracted from MRI and CT, for example, can be co-registered to form a combined multimodal data set with more potential information about the underlying tissues than either by itself.
Haptic feedback representing features from two such combined data sets can seldom be guaranteed to be orthogonal. A common example is the overlaid pressure and flow data in CFD data.
Exploring the flow behaviour with respect to pressure features can be of great interest in virtual
wind tunnel applications, but will inevitably generate non-orthogonal constraints.
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The Primitives-based Approach

The implementation of yielding constraints described above only considers one dimensional constraints. To generate the effect of constraint in more than one dimension, such as friction which
is two dimensional, the one dimensional constraint is rotated towards the probe position, see
figure 3.3. In the haptic primitives approach, each such effect is, instead, represented by a separate type of constraint, a haptic primitive. The haptic primitives are used as an abstraction layer
defining the haptic effect, an interface used when implementing the haptic mode. They are also a
means of calculating the actual feedback, which is done using a force balancing solver, as shown
in figure 3.5. A haptic mode is then implemented by controlling the parameters of the haptic
primitives as functions of the volumetric data. This is described at the end of this section and in
section 3.3.
Haptic Primitives
In this approach the constraint effect is represented by three separate haptic primitives, one for
each number of degrees of freedom in which it can restrict the probe movements:
point primitive is a 3D constraint, providing an omni-directional constraint effect towards a
point
line primitive is a 2D constraint, allowing free motion along a line, but constraining perpendicular movements
plane primitive is a 1D, semi-directional constraint, resisting motion against the orientation of
the constraint
In addition to these three constraints there is a fourth primitive, designed to provide a means for
generating a force function from the data:
force primitive produces a push in the orientation of the primitive, a response similar to that of
ordinary static force functions
By including this last primitive as a part of the frame work, the effect from a simple force can
be handled together with yielding constraints. It can push the haptic instrument along the constraints, or strengthen or weaken the effect from constraints depending on the direction of the
force relative to the effect from the constraints.
The behaviour of each haptic primitive is controlled through a set of parameters. All primitives have strength parameters, s, and the point, line and plane primitives have position parameters, ~x. The line, plane and force primitives have direction parameters, in the form of a unit
vector, q̂, specifying the orientation of the constraint or the direction of the force. From these
parameters each primitive provides a well-defined haptic effect. A haptic interaction mode is
then implemented by selecting one or several haptic primitives that together provide the desired
behaviour, and controlling their parameters throughout the simulation. The haptic primitives
that are chosen and configured to produce the haptic effect representing the volumetric data are
combined into a single force feedback.
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Force Balancing
Through the virtual coupling, the proxy position provides a representation of the force feedback,
at the same time as being the palpated position in the data. In fact, any feedback or haptic effect
can be represented by controlling the proxy position. In primitives-based volume haptics, the
proxy is moved to simulate the effect from haptic primitives. For this, each haptic primitive is
~ xproxy ), that acts on the proxy to pull it towards the primitive, in the
assigned a force function, F(~
case of the three constraint primitives, or to push it in the specified direction in the case of the
force primitive. The effects of the functions are individual to each primitive and also controlled
by the primitive parameters, position, direction and strength. The force functions for the four
haptic primitives are listed in table 3.1.
Both the virtual coupling and the force functions of the primitives are functions of the proxy
point. Both also represent a force. Thus, to connect the primitive effects to the force feedback,
the proxy is positioned so that the virtual coupling and the primitives produce an equal force,
X
~ i (~xproxy )
F
(3.4)
k (~xproxy − ~xprobe ) =
i

Due to the nature of the included force functions (see table 3.1), this function includes discontinuities. This means that there does not always exist a perfect balance. For example, when
a plane primitive is balanced against the force feedback, as shown in figure 3.7, the residual will
be non-zero when the solution is found at the primitive position, at the discontinuity. A similar
behaviour can be observed from all the constraint primitives. Because of this the proxy position
is instead located by finding the minimum of the difference between the primitives’ force and the
virtual coupling,
X
~ i (~xproxy ) − k (~xproxy − ~xprobe )
(3.5)
F
argmin
~
xproxy ∈R3

i

This is the haptic balancing equation, or the residual equation. As is demonstrated by the example in figure 3.7, this is not an approximation. The minimization of this function will yield the
correct proxy position representing all included primitives.
Force Solvers

The force balancing equation specified above is minimized to provide the proxy position that
represents the effect of all involved haptic primitives. This balancing constitutes a non-linear
optimization problem. The minimization problem is solved using a tailored separate solver. The
input to the solver is the probe position, the stiffness of the coupling equation, the primitives and
their configurations, and the output is the proxy position.
Two solvers for the proxy position are presented in paper G. The orthogonality problem
discussed above is an issue only for advanced virtual reality based visualization applications and
special visualization problems. Therefore, the first solver is designed to handle the common case
of orthogonal constraints. These prerequisites allow the solver to use an approach similar to
the simple proxy movements described in section 3.1.1 (equation 3.1). The proxy is first placed
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Table 3.1: The force functions of the haptic primitives with simplified notation. The primitives
are controlled through the parameter’s position, ~x, strength, s, and orientation. The last of these
is specified through a unit vector, q̂.

~xprobe

f~plane (~xproxy )

si
k (~xproxy − ~xprobe )

~xi

Position ~x (m)

Figure 3.7: The equilibrium between a plane primitive with strength si at position ~xi in balance
with the force feedback. In this case the point for which the residual is minimized yields the
position of the plane, which means that the proxy will slide on the constraint.
at the probe position, corresponding to a zero force feedback from the coupling equation. It is
then iteratively moved in accordance with each haptic primitive in turn. This makes the solver
analytical and thus, since the proxy movements are quickly calculated, both fast and precise.
It is shown in paper G that this solver is also capable of correctly handling some nonorthogonal constraints. These are those cases where the haptic primitive that generates the
one constraint is fully contained in the subspace of the primitive that generates the other nonorthogonal constraint. A common example is when a point primitive is co-located with a line or
plane primitive.
In the case of non-orthogonal constraints falling outside of this special case, the system needs
to fall back on a solver capable of handling any configuration of primitives. This is done by
the second solver. To be able to handle any configuration of primitives this solver is designed
as a numerical solver. It iteratively moves the proxy point from an initial position towards a
lower residual value, thereby approaching the minimum. In principle this approach constitutes
a gradient descent optimizer but, since the function is discontinuous the gradient is not usable.
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Instead the residual force is used as the direction of descent. Since the system describes a force
balancing, the residual is known to point towards a lower residual. Using a step length of δ, the
iteration can be expressed as
~xn+1
xnproxy + δε/|ε|
(3.6)
proxy = ~
where ε is the residual in the balancing of equation 3.5. Only the discontinuities of the force
functions (table 3.1) hinder the straight propagation towards the global minimum.
Yielding Primitives
Each time the haptic feedback is estimated, typically at a rate of 1 kHz, the force balancing places
the proxy at a position controlled by the current primitives and their parameters. Since the force
function of each primitive is balanced against the force feedback, the feedback will reflect the
force function of each primitive used to represent the feedback. For each constraint primitive
(point, line and plane) this effect is a pull towards the primitive.
Because of the nature of the primitives’ force functions, the proxy ends up at the primitive if
the primitive strength is greater than the stiffness multiplied by the distance between the probe
and the primitive. This effect is shown in figure 3.8. If the primitive is absolutely positioned in
the virtual environment, the probe is simply pulled towards this primitive regardless of how far
from the primitive the probe is pulled, as shown in figure 3.8(a). The strength of the feedback
will first be proportional to the probe’s distance from the primitive, but level out at a magnitude
equal to the primitives strength.
When using the haptic primitives to represent some volumetric data the primitives are positioned at the proxy position each time the force feedback is to be estimated. If the proxy ends
up in balance between the probe and the primitive, the primitive will be positioned at a different
position the next time the feedback is estimated, see figure 3.8(b). This produces a yielding effect, for one primitive identical to that of the earlier constraint-based method. Since any number
of haptic primitives can be included in the balancing equation simultaneously, this effect works
for any combination of haptic primitives.
Primitives as an Interface
From the description of the haptic primitives they can be considered a link between the formula
that extracts the features from the data and the formula that calculates the new proxy position.
This new proxy position then, through the virtual coupling, represents the feedback. On one
side of the link there are equations extracting feature orientation and numerical properties that
are used to configure the selected set of primitives, and on the other there is a solver estimating
the proxy position that provides the feedback specified through the primitives. Regarding the
configuration of the primitives as the actual specification of the haptic feedback, this is similar
to the implementation of direct force mapping. Features from the data, represented by vectors
for orientation and by numerical properties, are extracted through formulae and mapped to the
feedback definition. In direct force mapping this definition is simply a force. In the primitivesbased approach this is the primitives configuration.
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~xproxy
s/k
~xprobe
(a) When the primitive is absolutely positioned, the proxy may end up in balance
between the probe and the primitive, upon which the pulling force is equal to the
strength of the primitive

~xproxy
s/k
~xprobe
(b) When the primitive is positioned at the proxy position, the primitive is moved if
the proxy ends up in balance between the probe and the primitive, which produces
an effect identical to the earlier constraint-based method.

Figure 3.8: The haptic primitives are positioned at the proxy position each time the feedback is
estimated, to get the same yielding effect as the earlier constraint-based method. (Compare with
figure 3.4.)
By encapsulating the measures that define the haptic behaviour into a haptic mode entity,
a high level interface towards haptic programming is provided. Implementing a haptic mode
is then a matter of defining the equations that extract numerical and vector properties from the
data, and selecting and configuring primitives that match the desired haptic effects. The data
that control the primitives are extracted at the proxy position for the constraint primitives, and at
the probe position for the force primitive. Providing material properties as an abstraction of the
mapping between extracted numerical properties and the primitives’ strengths also allows for the
intuitive configuration of the haptic mode. Implementing the haptic feedback in an application
is then simply a matter of selecting the haptic mode or modes that provide the desired feedback
from the data at hand and defining the transfer functions that specify the material properties of
the modes.
The role of a haptic mode discussed here is comparable with that of a visual rendering of
volumetric data, such as a volume rendering or a set of glyphs. While a visual object provides
a visual representation of the data, the haptic mode provides a haptic representation, generating
physical guidance and conveying either the same or complementary information. Both the visual and the haptic representation of the data are located in space and can thus be subject to a
transform, either directly or through a scene graph system. Regardless of how it is specified or
controlled, a single mode-specific transform controls the placement of each haptic mode. This
transform, T , is used to map the world coordinates proxy and probe positions to the local space
of the data. Using these transforms, each mode can be co-registered with other modes in the
scene, and with visualization models.
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The haptic primitives provide intuitive interfaces for specific haptic effects, and earlier restrictions have been removed. This makes it more straightforward to design and implement new
haptic modes. Any number of haptic modes can be combined, permitting a large number of
possible combinations simultaneously providing haptic representations of multiple properties in
one or several data sets. The haptic abstraction interface constituted by the haptic primitives thus
becomes a motivation in itself, providing an additional benefit over the original concerns related
to non-orthogonal constraints.

3.3 Haptic Modes
While the original motivation for the implementation of yielding constraints was to produce
natural interaction with density data the approach can also be effectively applied to other types
of data and be designed to produce various haptic feedback from these types. Some of the haptic
modes described here are based on force mapping and some on yielding constraints. The modes
based on yielding constraints can be implemented using either of the two presented approaches
for implementing yielding constraints, but by using the haptic primitives as a basis for all modes
it is both easier to design and to implement the modes, and the individual modes can be combined
into more advanced feedback schemes. By placing haptic primitives at the proxy position and
controlling their parameters as functions of the data, a wide range of haptic modes have been
implemented — three modes for scalar data and five for vector data are described here. Some
are reimplementations of earlier force function modes, while others have been introduced in the
appended publications. The haptic modes for scalar data and for vector data and their respective
contribution to the balancing equation (equation 3.5) are listed in tables 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.
The numerical properties of the haptic modes are all controlled through transfer functions.
This is discussed in detail in section 3.4.

3.3.1

Scalar Data Representations

Three haptic modes have been implemented using haptic primitives for interaction with scalar
data.
Viscosity Mode
The viscosity mode is implemented using the point primitive. This primitive restrains movement
in any direction and thus provides a smooth resistance to any motion of the probe. The effect
is a friction-like resistance when moving the haptic probe through the volume. The magnitude
of the resistance force is directly proportional to the properties of the data without any velocity
dependent component, which provides a higher perceptual stability compared to feedback based
on real viscosity models.
This haptic mode can be used either as a standalone mode, or in combination with other
modes to provide feedback where homogeneous or empty regions produce no feedback from the
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Table 3.2: The haptic modes for scalar data. Each function, F(~
proxy ), represents the mode’s
force contribution in the balancing equation, as a function of the new proxy position, ~x′proxy .
These modes provide haptic representations of the local scalar data, V , at the previous proxy
position, ~xproxy .
other modes. With the combination, the feedback from all the modes are perceived simultaneously.
Gradient Force Mode
The gradient force mode is a common haptic mode that can easily be implemented using direct
force mapping, as is described in section 2.3. It pushes the haptic probe in the direction of the
local gradient in the scalar data. As with any direct force mapping, this mode is implemented by
applying the force function to a force primitive.
Like the original force function implementation of this mode, this implementation can suffer
from potential vibrations and oscillations in some data. This is because the force primitive is not
a yielding constraint, and so adds energy to the system just like direct force mapping.
Surface and Friction Mode
The surface and friction mode generates a haptic feedback that mimics surface feedback from
scalar data. This mode was originally designed to be applied to density data, such as CT data,
and provides a natural representation of this type of data. The surface features are extracted using
the gradient operator on the data at the palpated position and the resulting gradient vector is used
as the surface normal to represent the local surface features.
The implementation of the surface and friction mode is done using a combination of two haptic primitives. The surface effect is modelled using a plane primitive. The primitive is oriented
using the gradient vector and the strength is controlled by the scalar value and modulated by the
gradient magnitude. Friction forces are always perpendicular to the surface that exerts the friction. This effect is provided by a line primitive with the same orientation as the plane primitive.
The normal directed force, used to estimate the friction strength, is estimated as the force exerted
by the coupling equation in the direction of the surface normal. To estimate the friction strength,
this force is multiplied with the data-specific friction constant, µ, see table 3.2.
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Table 3.3: The haptic modes for vector data. Each function, F(~
force contribution to the balancing equation, as a function of the new proxy position, ~x′proxy .
These modes provide haptic representations of the local vector data, V~ , at the previous proxy
position, ~xproxy .
The continuous data representation provided by this approach allows for the potential definition of surfaces at every location in the volume. Since there might be regions without surfaces,
where the gradient operator yields a zero vector, the strength of the surface is modulated using
the gradient magnitude. Thus, the continuous representation generates “transparent” regions,
similar to visual volume rendering.

3.3.2

Vector Data Representations

Five haptic modes have been implemented for interaction with vector data.
Force Mode
This is the simplest example of direct force mapping possible: the direction and magnitude of
the vector data are mapped to the direction and strength of the force feedback. As with any direct
force mapping, this mode is easily implemented using a force primitive.
Follow Mode
For interaction with vector data, a haptic mode has been designed to provide resistance when
moving the haptic probe perpendicular to the vectors in the field. This is the follow mode, a
haptic interaction mode that is particularly suitable for flow, magnetic fields and similar data.
The name of the mode is taken from the similar interaction mode used by Donald and Henle, in
the work presented in [DH00], to provide interaction with animation data. Pao and Lawrence
discuss a similar haptic interaction scheme in [PL98] which they call virtual constraint. The
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major difference between these two modes, and the follow mode implemented using yielding
constraint is that the latter is designed to yield to a configured force. Thus, it allows a user to
move the haptic probe through haptic features, in this case perpendicular to the vector field, and
so permits free exploration.
Using haptic primitives, the follow mode is as easy to implement as the force mode. Instead
of a force primitive, the local vector is used as orientation for a line primitive. The line primitive
provides a resistance when moving the probe perpendicular to the vector field, thereby generating
the guiding effect and a sense of the magnitude of the field through the strength of the feedback.
The perpendicular resistance has two separate effects, apart from the physical guidance
through the vector field that is used in the work mentioned above. The first is that the local
shape of the flow can be perceived by moving the haptic instrument around in the local region.
In this way information about the local shape of features in the data can be explored through
palpation. The second effect is that when the haptic instrument is moved perpendicular to the
field, variations in the magnitude of the vector field are clearly perceived through the variations
in the resistance. These effects are discussed further in section 3.5.3.
Vortex Force Mode
While the force mode and follow mode directly represent the unprocessed vector data, the vortex
force mode does further processing of the data to produce a force representation of the vorticity structures in the data. This mode is a reimplementation of the force function suggested by
Lawrence et al. in [LLPN00] to obtain a direct force mapping from vorticity to force feedback.
The vector ϕ
~ of equation 2.9 points towards the centre of vortices, or towards the centre of rotation in regions of significant vorticity. The mode is implemented by controlling the direction and
strength of a force primitive by this vector.
This haptic mode pushes the haptic instrument towards the centre of vortices in the data. This
can both give a sense of the general vorticity of the volume, cues about where vortices are, and
produce a guidance to help the user follow vortices through the volume.
Vortex Shape Mode
Using a yielding constraint with direction controlled by the same vector as is used in the vortex
force mode, the same properties of the volume are, instead, represented by haptic shapes. This is
the purpose of the vortex shape mode.
The vortex shape mode is implemented using a plane primitive. The primitive orientation
is controlled by ϕ
~ thereby converting the vorticity of the data into a haptic shape. This haptic
mode produces a tube-like haptic representation of vortices in the data. Moving the haptic probe
around the vortex, a shell is perceived surrounding the vortex core with a global shape reflecting
the variations and structure of the vortex. Making use of the penetrability, the user can push
through the outer shells of a vortex to explore also the inner structures of the same vortex. Since
the equation 2.9 extracts only the local structure, incomplete vortices are also represented through
the haptic feedback. A turning wind, for example, simply generates a local haptic shape of the
bend.
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Front Shape Mode
The follow mode provides a guidance and data representation along the vector field by controlling the orientation of a line primitive from the orientation of the local data. Using a plane
primitive instead generates a representation of the data across the field. This is done by the front
shape mode, producing a shape representation of the front orientation of the vector data at any
position in the field.
For example of the feedback provided by this mode consider the exploration of a vector field
representing the wind flow around an aircraft. As the wind splits to flow on both sides of the
wing, the vector field diverges in front of the wing. This mode implicitly represents such a
divergence by a ridge in front of the wing. Other features in the data are automatically mapped
to various other haptic features, which can be both identified by the user and used as a guidance
through the volume.

3.4 Material Properties
The yielding constraints representation of features in the data introduces a new and natural way to
regard the properties of the haptic feedback — to handle them as material properties. This view
of the properties in haptic algorithms has been used in volume haptics before [AS96], but not as
extensively as introduced in papers C and F. Here the material properties not only specify how
the data is perceived, but are also a means for configuring the haptic interaction algorithm and
defining the representation of numerical properties in the data. The surface and friction mode for
density data introduced, for example, friction as a representation of numerical data properties, but
the strength of the palpated features is also a type of material property. In paper A the stiffness
of the virtual coupling is also considered a material property since this can, to some extent, be
perceived as the stiffness of the palpated feature, for example providing a means to differentiate
between hard bone and soft skin tissues in CT. Through this conceptual approach, the stiffness
parameter and the strength parameter of the yielding constraints are specified as representations
of properties of the data. For example, the strength of the constraint used in the vortex shape
mode can be used to effectively represent the magnitude of the vorticity, thereby providing in
this case an intuitive connection between haptic distinctness and feature concreteness.
The material properties of the haptic interaction can be controlled using transfer functions,
τ : R → R, making the adjustments to the haptic parameters in a way very similar to specifying
the visual parameters of volume rendering. A separate transfer function is used to control each
separate property of the haptic algorithm: the friction constants, the surface strength and the
stiffness of the surface and friction mode, the viscosity property of the viscosity mode, and the
strength and stiffness for the follow mode and the vortex shape mode. Some examples of this are
shown in figure 3.9. By providing this natural connection between the concept of material properties of the haptic behaviour, not only is the haptic feedback more intuitively understood, but
also more easily configured. The same principles that are used in volume visualization to define
good transfer functions can be applied to the material configuration of the haptic interaction.
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Figure 3.9: Examples of material transfer functions. These transfer functions control the material
properties of the haptic modes, thereby constituting an intuitive interface for configuring the
haptic feedback.

3.5 Characteristics
The introduction of yielding constraints as a representation of volumetric data combine the effects from two established methods for volume haptics. The concept of using shape representations for features in the data is taken from the geometrical constraints approach. The use of
continuous representations of the data is similarily taken from the methods based on force functions. This is done with the hope that the best qualities of the individual original approaches will
be combined into a new, more powerful, mode of interaction. This section discusses how the
approach answers the demands of stability, accurate data reconstruction and perceptual effects.

3.5.1

Stability

The implementation of continuous shape representations is based on the same virtual coupling
principle commonly used for haptic surface rendering. The stability criteria for such virtual coupling have been investigated, for example by Adams and Hannaford as presented in [AH99]. The
approach to ensure passivity in the coupling approach is to adjust the stiffness and damper parameters to fit several properties in the interaction: hardware characteristics, sampling frequency
and even how tightly the user holds the haptic instrument. Many of these properties are hard or
impossible to accurately estimate or simulate, which makes automatic specification of the coupling parameters difficult. Generally, these parameters are estimated through the trial and error
approach.
The yielding constraints are similar to the ordinary hard constraints, used for haptic surface
rendering. They differ only in one major aspect: when a yielding constraint yields to a force
that exceeds the strength of the constraint, the proxy is moved so that the virtual spring of the
coupling is shortened. This means that energy in the system is absorbed, generating a damping
effect. By providing this damping, the yielding constraints approach is inherently at least as
stable as the hard constraints, thus conforming to the same stability measures and estimations
with minor adjustments.
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Data Reconstruction

It can be argued that the extraction of an explicit geometrical representation yields a far greater
accuracy in reconstructing the features in the data than any DVH algorithm can ever reach. This
claim is then based on the fact that surface reconstruction algorithms are capable of generating
perfect edges, represented for example by the edge between two adjacent triangles, which is hard
for DVH algorithms. The most common type of volumetric data, the sampled volumes (CT, MRI,
CFD, etc), are frequency limited, so a sharp edge is more likely to be an artifact than an accurate
reconstruction. In fact, a DVH algorithm is neither better nor worse at reconstructing the features
in the data than the feature extraction method used. For example, the gradient operator, used in
the case of the surface and friction mode, generally low-pass filters the data by applying a large
kernel that smooths the local data. Alternative, frequency preserving methods can, however, be
used. These can be based on quadratic filters or curve fitting amongst others (see [YCK92]).
The proxy movements that are used to control the haptic behaviour are performed for each
haptic frame, generally at a rate of about 1 kHz. It can thus be assumed that there are only
small changes between each new estimation of the proxy position. Since the constraint-based
proxy movements are linear for each frame, the proxy movements constitute an Euler integration
of position. Practical experiments suggest that the integral adequately approximates even sharp
edges in the data. This has three possible reasons. First, the movements for each estimation
of the proxy are generally very small, of the order of 10 µm. In fact, when the precision is
most significant (in exploration of details) the user tends to move the haptic probe even slower.
Volumetric data is also usually frequency limited, which means that the curvatures are generally
not particularly sharp. Finally, the human sense of touch, or even vision, is not very accurate
compared to the magnitude of the numerical errors involved. Thus, the errors must be relatively
large for a possible deviation to be detected and have a negative impact on the guidance or
experience.

3.5.3

Psychophysical Aspects

The use of shapes to represent features in volumetric data allows for the use of exploratory
procedures, identified by Lederman and Klatzky [LK87]. In comparison, none of the identified
procedures can be explicitly used for interaction with haptic feedback generated through direct
force mapping. This is by no means a proof showing that direct force mapping is ineffective,
however it shows that there are certain characteristics in natural human interaction through touch
that can be associated with the means of interaction provided by the yielding constraint approach.
From the six exploratory procedures, described in section 1.2.1, at least three can be used together with haptic modes implemented using yielding constraints. The first applicable procedure
is the contour following procedure. It is used to explore surfaces and shapes, and provides a sense
of the local shape at the palpated region. This is the primary means for exploring feature shapes
in the volume and is also applicable to geometry-based haptic feedback. Further, by connecting
the data properties to haptic properties and allowing these to vary over the perceived shapes, a
direct connection between micro variation and feedback is provided. This effect can then be
used to explore the data through the lateral motion procedure, which is used to explore texture
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properties. Finally, the shape penetrability, discussed in section 3.1.2, allows for perpendicular
movements that can be used to explore distinctness and hardness properties of the features in
the data. This is done through the third procedure, the pressure procedure. Studies have shown
[TBS+ 06b, BSH+ 06, TBS+ 06a, HTB+ 06] that human ability to discriminate between force directions is poor, which agrees with this indication that shape representation can, in some cases,
provide more effective haptic feedback than direct force mapping.
The study presented in paper F identified four general effects from adding haptic feedback in
volume data exploration. The two primary effects are the physical guidance, working as a path
towards interesting regions or as a physical support when a local region is examined, and the
complementary haptic information, providing cues about non-visual properties such as friction
or hardness. Defining complementary modalities as “a use of modalities where the interactions
available to the user differ per modality”1 , this means that the haptic feedback complements
the visual information by representing properties that are not represented through visual cues.
The study, however, also showed that even if the haptic feedback generates cues for properties
already represented by visual rendering, the combined effect was stronger than either modality
alone. These are supplementary cues, where supplementary “describes multimodal applications
in which every interaction (input or output) can be carried through in each modality as if it was
the only available modality”1 . Finally the study identified a subliminal effect from adding haptic
cues to the volume exploration — the user gains mental guidance, a psychological effect most
likely connected to the intuitive use of touch as a way to orient in an environment.
These effects disregard the option for the feedback to be natural in its appearance, or abstract
in its connection to the underlying data. Naturally, the more like the expected behaviour of the
objects the haptic interaction is, the more intuitive the exploration becomes. On the other hand,
reasonably, the more easily distinguishable different cues are and the more easily different force
or strength levels can be discriminated, the more effectively the information can be perceived.
This is a trade-off that requires careful tailoring of the haptic interaction to match the data type,
data content, task at hand, and sometimes even the user.

1

Multimodal Interaction Requirements, W3C Note 8 January 2003

Chapter 4
Low Quality Data
This chapter describes methods developed to provide the special treatments required for data that
is of a quality not sufficient for the implicit extraction of features. In haptic interaction with volumetric data with low signal-to-noise ratio, the data contains noise which leads to a poor haptic
impression of the data. This is the case, for example, for low dosage CT data, but also for MRI
data and others. Even moderate noise levels can have a severe impact on the haptic feedback,
depending on the equations used to extract features from the data. The gradient operator is particularly vulnerable and since the proxy-based approach provides a dynamic control system, the
interaction also accumulates error over time. The noisiness and poor contrast in MRI data thus
makes the shape estimation uncertain.
MRI data also suffers from tissues having overlapping scalar ranges: the MRI scanner captures scalar properties in the tissues that are shared between different tissues, so that two or
more tissues may fully or partially occupy the same scalar ranges. The classical transfer function approach is then incapable of differentiating between these tissues and some alternative or
additional property must be used.
The work presented in paper E uses fuzzy classification data to enhance MRI data and thereby
provide high quality haptic feedback. Separate surface information for shape rendering is extracted, as described in section 4.3, while the material properties are still defined directly from
the MRI data, as described in section 4.2, see also figure 4.1.

4.1 Classification Enhancements
The method used in this work to enable haptic interaction with low quality data is based on
classification enhancements. It makes use of a knowledge-based fuzzy classification scheme
presented in [LLY05], which applies domain knowledge from radiologists on statistical neighbourhood analysis of the data to produce a competitive classification certainty for each voxel in
the volume. This classification certainty is a value between −1 and 1 that signifies the certainty
for class A or B, respectively. A value of zero thus signifies equal certainty for the two classes.
This classification method separates between two tissues with overlapping scalar ranges.
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Tissue A
Tissue B
(a) The transfer function is used to define the material properties of the tissues in the
volumetric data.

Tissue A
Tissue B
(b) A separate surface information volume is generated for high quality rendering of
the tissue surfaces.

Figure 4.1: In interaction with low quality data the information is divided into separate material
property estimation and surface data.

(a) The tissue mask for the liver tissue extracted
from the MRI data.

(b) The tissue distance map calculated by applying
the distance operator on the tissue mask.

Figure 4.2: 2D intersections of the 3D mask and distance map extracted for haptic interaction
with MRI liver data.
These two tissues are then said to be part of class A or B. Any other tissues with different
scalar ranges are separated using transfer functions and can be part of either class, or even both.
Thus, the classification only separates tissues at the overlapping scalar ranges, and its behaviour
at other scalar values is undefined.

4.2 Material Properties
To accurately define material properties, for example which tissue should produce haptic feedback and of what strength, the classification value must be used to separate between tissues with
overlapping scalar ranges. To do this, two transfer functions are defined for each material prop-
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erty, one for each class. The classification value is then used to select the right transfer function
for each region in the data, or interpolate between them in uncertain regions. For example, the
strength property, s, is estimated through
s(~x) =

1 + C(~x) s
1 − C(~x) s
τα (V (~x)) +
τβ (V (~x))
2
2

(4.1)

where C is the classification volume, V is the MRI data and ταs and τβs are the strength property
transfer functions for class A and B, respectively.
The transfer function pair for a certain material property differs at the scalar ranges occupied
by two tissues. At any other scalar ranges, the transfer functions are set identical since the value
of the classification volume for these scalar ranges is unpredictable. In this way the classification
value becomes insignificant for these ranges.
With this approach, the material properties may still be specified through haptic transfer
functions which enables a direct connection between the data and its haptic appearance. The
shape information, however, needs to be separately defined, as is described in the following
section.

4.3 Surface Information
The optimal solution in volume haptics is that the haptic feedback is provided at any position
where the feature that the current haptic mode renders is identified. Because of the poor consistency of the implicitly extracted features in noisy data, this is not possible in interaction with
MRI data. Therefore, an explicit intermediate representation of the surface data is required. In
this method, the strength property is assumed to define the extent of objects that should produce
haptic feedback. By thresholding the strength property, a binary mask is obtained that defines
the haptic object, see figure 4.2(a). This mask can then be used to generate a smooth gradient by
applying the distance operator, see figure 4.2(b). The resulting gradient from this procedure is
suitable for, for example, the surface and friction mode.
The steps described above are performed separately for each tissue type, requiring a separate
transfer function pair for each tissue. In this way adjacent tissues with similar strength, that
would otherwise be part of the same binary mask region, will provide full surface information.
The individual distance map volumes are recombined by simply accumulating their individual
scalar values. Since the tissues in medical data are non-overlapping, the final volume contains
no more than the individual distance maps in the same volume.
The final distance map volume contains a smooth gradient that can be used to provide surface
information to the surface and friction mode. That mode use the gradient of the data to render
a local surface. At the same time, the material properties are extracted as discussed above,
providing tissue specific material properties of the MRI data, see figure 4.1. Since the distance
map generates not only a thin surface, but a thick region of gradient, the approach allows the soft
penetration of the haptic surfaces and so avoids occlusion.
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Chapter 5
Dynamics in Time-varying Data
This chapter describes the methods required for algorithms rendering yielding constraints to
produce a haptic feedback consistent with data that is moving through the virtual environment,
and with data that in itself is varying over time. These methods were introduced in paper H. In
any application for volume data exploration there will most certainly be the possibility to move
the data. A two-handed operation interface can, for example, provide a space mouse for the nondominant hand and a haptic instrument for the dominant hand. In this type of setup the data can
be interactively scaled, moved or rotated to show an arbitrary view, while still allowing normal
haptic interaction with the data through the haptic instrument. Without the explicit handling of
the movements caused by the changing transform, an object may freely move through the haptic
probe without generating any haptic feedback, which is counter-intuitive and confusing.
More importantly, however, there is an increasing amount of dynamic data being simulated
and captured, such as animated CFD showing the propagation of a shockwave or of vortices
around an aircraft, or time sequences of CT data showing the dynamics of the valves in a human
heart. In haptic interaction with such data, the changes over time must be fully captured if the
dynamics is not to be lost. The dynamics may be of utmost importance and haptics has here a
great potential to facilitate and improve the understanding of the dynamic behaviour, a potential
that so far has not been utilized.
The force function-based methods for volume haptics simply convert the data at the probe position into a feedback force. It has no distinct position in the data and treats the matter represented
by the volume as a shapeless information cloud. By not having a distinct point of interaction,
these methods avoid the need to explicitly handle dynamics. On the other hand, the feedback is
not very distinct and does not reflect the dynamics of the changing data. The constraint-based
methods introduced in the current work, however, use a proxy point as a memory from the previous calculations of the haptic feedback to provide distinct rendering of shapes in the volume.
Thus, if the data changes or moves, so that the shapes and objects represented by the data change
location over time, the haptic feedback is intuitively expected to follow these changes. The methods presented in the previous chapter, do not correctly handle these changes over time. Since the
haptic feedback is calculated at discrete occasions during the haptic simulation, changes between
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(a) State before changes in the
data.

(b) When a change in the model
transfer moves the data, the haptic
probe can penetrate features in the
data if this change is not explicitly
handled.

(c) When a change in time-varying
data updates the position of its features, the haptic probe can penetrate these features if this change
is not explicitly handled.

Figure 5.1: In haptic interaction with data that change over time, the haptic probe should reflect
this change. The behaviour without explicit handling of dynamics of data is shown as a dotted
stylus, while the behaviour with the proposed method is shown as a solid stylus.
these calculations must be explicitly considered for the correct haptic behaviour to be rendered.

5.1 Proxy-point Updating
In the constraint-based approach for volume haptics, the proxy point is used for each calculation
of the haptic feedback as a memory for the point of palpation from the previous calculation. If
there have been changes since the last estimation where the proxy position was determined, this
position will be out of date and no longer correctly represent the point of contact with the data
(see figure 5.1). By processing the proxy point in response to changes in the data prior to using
the proxy point as a memory in the haptic algorithm, this memory is made up-to-date which
produces a correct haptic response to these changes, see figure 5.2.
How the proxy position is made up-to-date is dependent on the representation of the dynamics
of the data. The current work identifies and handles two different types of change, and thus moves
the proxy separately to respond to these:
• changes in the model transform of static volumetric data — movement of the data with
time
• time-varying volumetric data, in the form of sequences of volumes — changes within the
data with time
Real-time simulated data is, here, considered a special form of the latter case, a sequence of
volumes where the future volumes are generated at run-time and obsolete volumes are continuously discarded. Both these processes are precisely timed using the world clock for the model
transform dynamics, and a high precision animation timer for the changes in time-varying data.
With this extra proxy processing step, the full haptic estimation procedure becomes:
1. Move proxy to reflect changes in model transforms
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Feature in volume
Proxy point

1

Probe
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Figure 5.2: As the features in the dynamic data move, the point of interaction, the proxy, must
be moved in response to this change in order for the feedback to correctly reflect the dynamics
of the data.
2. Move proxy to reflect changes in time-varying data
3. Move proxy to generate feedback from interaction with features in the data
4. Estimate feedback using coupling equation
With the primitives-based approach to volume haptics several modes can be used simultaneously at different positions in the virtual environments, and using different data. Since each
haptic mode then may be subject to different changes in the data and the model transform, the
proxy point update must be performed individually for each mode. This mode-specific proxy
position is used by the mode to determine primitive positions and to extract data. When the force
balancing has been performed, the one single proxy point is determined again, representing one
single palpated position.

5.2 Dynamic Transforms
With dynamic transforms the changes over time are implicitly represented by the transform matrix. The proxy-point position is brought up to date by applying these changes. Having the
previous and current model transform, T p and T c , the new proxy position is determined by
setting the proxy position equal in the local space in the previous and current transform,
T −1
x′proxy = T −1
xproxy
c ~
p ~
That equation can be used to define a new proxy position,

(5.1)

~x′proxy ,

~x′proxy = T c T −1
xproxy
p ~

(5.2)

that represents the palpated position after the matrix change.
The transform is, in most visiohaptic systems, controlled in the graphics thread at a much
lower rate than the asynchronous haptic feedback estimation. To get smooth haptic feedback
from transform changes at a lower rate, haptic interpolation is required. The last and the current
model transforms are then used to estimate an interpolated transform, through linear interpolation
for the scale and transform components, and through spherical linear interpolation (SLERP) for
the rotational component. The most current interpolated transform and the previous interpolated
transform are subsequently used in equation 5.2 to update the proxy position.
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Figure 5.3: The volumes in a sequence representing a time-varying data set can be viewed as
hyperplane samples in a 4D space-time continuum. Since the palpation is performed between
these planes in time, the proxy must first be back-projected onto a volume to extract data (left).
The data at that position can then be used to find the motion vector to move the proxy forwards
to its new position between the hyperplanes, as specified by the timer.

5.3 Time-varying Data
In contrast to the handling of the changing model transform described above, the handling of
time-varying data suffers from the lack of an implicit definition of the changes in the data. To
update the proxy-point position in response to changes in the data, an explicit representation of
~ , that, with a vector for each
these changes is required. This is provided by a motion field, M
position in each volume, describes to which position the features at that position have moved in
the following volume. This field can, for example, be automatically estimated from the sequence
of volumes or may be readily available from the source of the data sequence, for example from
CFD.
For smooth haptic interpolation between volumes in the data sequence, the animation playback needs to be controlled by a floating point timer. The integer part of this timer specifies the
current volume to visualize, while the fractional part specifies how far between the current and
the next volume the haptic simulation currently is. This timer does not have to be correlated with
the world clock and can, therefore, play at any desired animation frame rate.

5.3.1

Proxy-point Movements

The data volumes of a time sequence can be considered hyperplane samples in a four dimensional
space-time continuum, see figure 5.3. At any instant in time the haptic interaction is performed
in between two such hyperplanes, in a region in which no data is available. The animation timer
specifies the location in time, while the 3D proxy position specifies the spatial coordinates.
To be able to extract data for controlling the haptic feedback, the data must be obtained by
first back-tracking the proxy point into the previous volume, producing an in-data proxy-point,
~xPproxy . This is done by projecting the proxy onto this volume along the motion vector of the
motion field of this volume. This projection is expressed as
~ (~xPproxy ) = ~xproxy
~xPproxy + γ M

(5.3)
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where γ is a value between zero and one describing the time position of the proxy, that is the
fractional part of the animation timer when the current proxy position was determined. The
projection equation is easily converted into a fixed-point problem. As such it can be solved by
iteratively applying its fixed-point form, starting at some initial position such as the last used
in-data proxy position.
From the obtained in-data position the data to control the haptic feedback can be extracted, as
well as the local motion field data that defines how that position is changed between the current
and the next volume. Using this latter information, the proxy is then moved forward to its new
between-data position in 4D space, one step closer to the next volume in the sequence as specified
by the current fractional part of the animation timer. After this, the proxy is up-to-date and the
selected proxy-based haptic algorithm can be applied to generate the haptic feedback.

5.3.2

Estimating the Motion Field

The motion field required for the haptic rendering of dynamics in time-varying data describes the
movements of features in the data. In volumetric data, however, there is no unambiguous sense
of features. Each haptic mode may produce a haptic representation of different features in the
data and those features may move differently between two volumes in the same time-sequence.
Thus, at the time the motion field is defined, this must be generated with respect to the features
represented by the designated mode, and multiple haptic modes working on the same sequence
of data may require individual motion fields. These are aspects that need consideration when
extracting the motion field for interaction with time-varying data.
The motion field describes the difference between two volumes, a difference that is expressed
both by algorithms for optical flow, primarily developed for motion estimation in computer vision, and registration algorithms, used to co-register different data in medicine. These algorithms
aim at minimizing the error, ε, in
~ (~x)) − V2 (~x)
ε2 = V1 (~x + M

2

(5.4)

that is, find a deformation that projects one data set into the other. Any algorithm that defines a
dense field, that is a field that defines the difference for every position in the volume, can be used
to estimate the motion field. The algorithm used in this work is the Demons algorithm presented
by Thirion in [Thi98].

5.3.3

Conditions

The back-tracking of the proxy point is an ill-posed problem. It can potentially have multiple
solutions, and iteratively applying the fix-point form can diverge instead of converge to a single
solution. The Banach fixed-point theorem (1922), however, shows that the correct and unique
solution to the back-tracking will be found, as long as the following condition is met:
~ (~a) − M
~ (~b) < ~a − ~b
M

(5.5)
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where ~a and ~b are points in the region around the correct solution. The local region for which
the condition must hold is defined by the initial estimate, the in-data proxy position and the
immediate neighbourhood, being the region containing the intermediate values obtained while
solving the fixed-point problem.
This indicates that the temporal resolution of the animation has to be high enough relative to
~ will be smaller,
the dynamics in the data. With a higher temporal resolution the magnitude of M
with the consequence that the left hand side of equation 5.5 is likely to become smaller. Low
dynamics in the data has a similar effect.

Chapter 6
Volume Haptics Toolkit
The haptic rendering technology based on haptic primitives has been implemented into a general
toolkit for volume haptics — the Volume Haptics Toolkit (VHTK). The structure and technologies used in this toolkit, and the implementation details are presented in paper F. This chapter
provides an overview of the functionality of this toolkit and examples of demonstration applications built with it.
During the development of the haptic primitives and the related technologies presented earlier
in this thesis, VHTK has matured to a point at which it can be widely distributed. It has so far
been used primarily as a platform for further research, but has also lately received some attention
outside the research community. The toolkit has been made available for free download under
the GNU General Public License in cooperation with SenseGraphics AB.

6.1 Implementation and Technology
The current version of the Volume Haptics Toolkit is implemented using the H3D API from
SenseGraphics. H3D is an open source and cross platform scene-graph system for multimodal
applications, primarily for 3D graphics, haptics and sound. The structure of the system is based
on the X3D standard, which is an XML-based scene-graph and virtual reality world definition file
format. X3D is also the standard file format for loading and exporting scenes. Some simple animations can be defined through X3D but more advanced behaviour in the scenes is programmed
using the Python scripting language. In H3D low-level nodes and handling is implemented using
C++. The system is designed to run on a semi-immersive stereoscopic display with co-located
and co-registered haptics and graphics display, such as the Reachin Display or the SenseGraphics
IW.
VHTK extends H3D by adding the nodes needed for producing haptic interaction with volumetric data including visual feedback, such as haptic nodes, visualization nodes, data container
nodes and data processing nodes. The nodes provided by the toolkit are implemented in C++
but can be used and controlled also from X3D and Python, allowing a programmer to build the
application in X3D, Python or C++ or a combination thereof, or even extend the toolkit further
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using C++.
X3D has an even handling system based on routing between fields in the scene-graph. VHTK
makes full use of this system to provide run-time updates when requested data becomes obsolete
due to changes elsewhere in the scene-graph. This facilitates the rapid development of highly
interactive visualizations.

6.1.1

Haptic Nodes and Rendering

VHTK uses the haptic primitives as the core technology for the rendering of haptic feedback
from volumetric data. The primitives approach encapsulates the selection and configuration of
haptic primitives into haptic modes. In VHTK these haptic modes are implemented as scenegraph nodes that can be placed in the hierarchy of transforms to position, scale and rotate the
haptic representation of volumetric data. The haptic mode nodes are selected and initialized,
primarily when configuring the the application scene-graph through X3D. Here, the data sets
for which the modes should generate feedback are assigned to the modes, and transfer functions
are selected and configured to control the material properties of the data. During run-time these
properties can be modified from both Python and C++, and through the X3D routing system.
The toolkit provides nodes for all haptic modes listed in section 3.3. Each mode node provides the mode-specific configuration interface through the X3D node interface, based on the
material properties for the mode. The material properties are controlled using transfer functions,
as described in section 3.3.

6.1.2

Visual Components

VHTK also provides some scene-graph nodes for visual representation of the volumetric data.
These are designed to generate a visual representation in the same position, size and orientation
as a haptic mode for the same data and transform, so that a haptic mode and a visualization node
sharing a parent transform and data to render will produce co-located and co-registered haptic
and visual representations.
An isosurface node is provided that uses the Marching Cubes algorithm to generate a surface
at a specified isovalue in a voxel-based volume. The field that specifies the isovalue of the surface
is also a trigger for re-estimation of the surface, so that when the value is updated the polygons
of this node are regenerated. A volume renderer node implements a simple 3D texture-based
proxy geometry renderer, that can either render colour textures or apply transfer functions to
colour classify scalar textures. The look-up table for the renderer is automatically updated if any
parameter in the specified transfer functions changes and if any parameter changes, for example
the look-up table, the number of planes to render or the 3D texture, the renderer updates the
visual image.
For the visual rendering of vector data, the toolkit provides stream-ribbons and stream-tubes,
generated by separate nodes with similar interfaces. Both these nodes take a list of points as seeds
for forward and backward positional integration through a specified vector volume to generate
a representation of the structure of the vector field. The colour is controlled through transfer
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functions from either a separate scalar volume or from the vector magnitude, and the radius of
the stream-tube can be used to represent a separate scalar volume or property.

6.1.3

Data Processing and Miscellaneous Nodes

In addition to the nodes for visual and haptic rendering of data, VHTK provides a list of nodes for
data processing and other miscellaneous nodes. Data filters are provided for cropping, scaling
and converting the volumetric data, and for extracting properties such as the magnitude of a
vector volume as a scalar volume, or the curl as a vector field. These are all connected to the
X3D event system so that if any parameter that affects a data source or the result of a filter
changes, the volume generates an event that updates any dependent consumer.
The toolkit also provides several types of transfer function nodes, since these are used quite
extensively in the configuration of the visual properties and in the specification of haptic material properties. Each transfer function node has a unique interface for specifying the function,
such as the parameters level and contrast for one node, or a set of sample points for another.
Colour transfer functions can be specified either by composing three transfer functions each of
which specifies a separate component — for example red, green and blue, or hue, saturation and
brightness — or by automatically generating a temperature scale in a specified range.

6.2 Demonstration Applications
VHTK has been used to create several application prototypes to demonstrate both the functionality of the technology introduced through the work presented in this thesis and also the power
and use of haptics in volume visualization. These applications are described in their respective
context in papers B, C, E, F and H.
All but one of the applications have been implemented without low-level programming, by
scene-graph design in X3D and Python scripting for user interfaces and for the interactive distribution of stream-ribbons. The application described in section 6.2.4 below makes use of lowlevel processing and requires C++ programming and compilation.

6.2.1

Dichloroethane

This demonstration application was implemented as a simple but powerful demonstration of the
functionality of volume haptics. Here, the simplified electro-potential field of a dichloroethane
molecule (C2 H4 Cl2 ) is explored through multimodal visualization. The scene-graph used to build
this visualization is shown in figure 6.1(a) and the result can be seen in figure 6.1(b).
The electro-potential field of the molecule and its gradient are simulated using an analytical
~ , of this
volume data node that is available in the toolkit. The data, V , and the gradient, ∇V
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volume are expressed as
pi
|~
x
−
~xi |
i
X pi (~x − ~xi )
~ (~x) = −
∇V
|~x − ~xi |3
i
V (~x) =

X

(6.1)
(6.2)

where pi and xi are the charge and position of the ith atom in the molecule. The follow mode is
applied to the gradient of this data, to produce a feeling of the strength of the electro-potential at
any position in the visualization, and a sense of the orientation of the field.
The primary visualization of the molecule is a ball and stick model built using the ordinary
geometries available in X3D. To give a global representation of the electro-potential field, a
second volume node is used to generate a scalar electro-potential field for visual rendering. This
node is converted into a 3D texture using a rasterizer node, and used as source in the volume
renderer. Transfer functions are applied to control the colour and opacity so that positive potential
is rendered red, negative blue and zero is green. Observe that since the volume is rasterized for
visual rendering, the visual impression is limited in space, but the haptic feedback is generated
in interaction with an analytical data set which is without boundaries.
The rasterized volume is also used to generate isosurface for the electro-potential. These
are rendered semi-transparent and show the shape of the iso-potentials inside the size of the
rasterized volume at potentials of −1, 0 and 1.
Using a Python script that is a part of the toolkit, the haptic instrument is connected to the
seed point list of a stream-tube visualization node. This node renders stream-tubes through the
gradient data set to visualize both the structure of the field and also its strength, through the radius
of the tube. Here transfer functions are used to control the colour of the tubes as a function of the
magnitude of the gradient field. A simple temperature colour scale is used so that high gradient
magnitudes are rendered red or white and low magnitudes blue or black.

6.2.2

Sharc UAV

The SHARC aircraft is an experimental unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). In this demonstration
application the data from a CFD simulation of the air flow around the aircraft is explored using
multimodal interaction, see figure 6.2. While only simple properties, or data at discrete positions, can be rendered visually without cluttering the display, interactive stream tubes and haptic
feedback can be used together to freely explore the full 3D volume.
Haptic interaction with the air pressure is enabled by applying the viscosity mode to the scalar
pressure data set obtained from the CFD simulation. This haptic mode can be used individually,
or in combination with one or several of the haptic modes used to represent the air flow data.
Three different haptic modes have been shown to work well with the vector flow data: the
follow mode, the vortex shape mode and the front shape mode. The follow mode conveys the
flow orientation and its strength throughout the volume. By palpating the wind with the haptic
instrument an immediate impression of the local configuration of the flow is obtained. This
feedback also makes it easy to follow an identified path of wind both forwards and backwards,
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(a) The scene-graph of the application.

(b) The visual appearance of the application.

Figure 6.1: The dichloroethane molecule visualization demonstration application. Here, the
follow mode provides haptic feedback from the gradient of the electro-potential field.
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Figure 6.2: The Sharc UAV is visualized using a combination of X3D geometry for the aircraft,
volume rendering for the curl of the air flow and stream-tubes for the air flow and its velocity.
The haptic feedback is generated from the air flow using the follow mode, the vortex shape mode
or the front shape mode, or from the air pressure using the viscosity mode.
for example allowing the user to track the cause for vortices and ease the movement between
regions of cause and effect.
The vortex mode produces a haptic surface effect from the vorticity of the vector field. To
avoid confusing effects from noise in the data, a threshold of the vorticity is set through the
material properties of the mode so that only strong vorticity generates feedback. The generated
feedback guides the haptic instrument so that it is easy to find and follow vortices and areas
of strongly rotating turning air flow. At and around vortices the impression of a haptic tube is
generated, a tube with the extent and shape of the vortex.
While the follow mode generates a haptic guidance with the orientation of the vector field,
the front shape mode generates a guidance across the field. This feedback gives the impression
of bumps or ridges where the air flow splits or diverges, such as in front of the wings. The ridge
in front of the wing, for example, can be used as a physical support and guidance when releasing
stream-tubes around the wing, or to probe the shape of the bifurcation of the air flow.

6.2.3

Doppler MRI Heart

Modern MRI-scanners are capable of acquiring animated blood-flow data from withing a beating
human heart. The phase contrast pulse sequence used to acquire this kind of flow information
produces poor tissue contrast when used to scan full 3D data, so the visual quality of the data
set is low. Both the poor tissue contrast and the fact that the noisiness of MRI data makes automatic extraction of features difficult, makes this an interesting target for multimodal interaction
methods.
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This application demonstrates the value of haptic feedback in the exploration of this type
data, see figure 6.3. The haptic feedback helps the user to understand the data and identify blood
flow patterns, while the visual volume rendering only provides a coarse sense of orientation.
The user can interactively release stream-ribbons in the volume to mark and further visualize the
identified flow patterns.
The task of exploring this kind of data is effectively guided using the follow mode, applied to
the blood-flow data. This haptic mode provides guidance and information about the local flow.
The characteristics of the flow can be recognized through the haptic feedback generated by this
mode, and can also be distinguished from noise. This also demonstrates the effectiveness of the
haptic perception and what potential it has in visualization. By also adding the force mode that
pushes the haptic probe in the direction of the flow, an extra channel of information about the
anatomy of the heart is provided.
The gradient mode can also be applied to the flow magnitude, extracted through a filter provided by VHTK. This produces a push towards strong flow which makes it easier to find main
blood flows and follow the major vessels. The pushing effect, however, also obfuscates detailed
information from the other modes, which makes this mode unsuitable for close examination of
the identified flow.

6.2.4

Classification Enhanced MRI

MRI data has low signal-to-noise ratio and also suffers from overlapping scalar ranges for multiple tissues. To produce high quality haptic feedback from such data, it must first be enhanced
using classification information, as described in chapter 4. This application demonstrates the use
of knowledge-based fuzzy classification to enhance the surface information and material properties of tissues of and around a liver tumour in MRI data. The classification data is generated by
a pre-processing filter which produces a competitive classification certainty value describing the
certainty for a point in the volume to be a part of tissue class A or B, respectively. This volume
is used both to extract surface information of tissues in the data in a second pre-processing step,
and to determine the material properties for the different tissues.
The images in figure 6.4 show the visual impression of the MRI data before and after applying
the classification. The haptic feedback is generated by a modified surface and friction mode that
makes use of the separate surface information, and of the classification data for material property
estimation. Without applying the classification data, the haptic feedback is generated from both
tumour tissues and surrounding tissues, and is filled with haptic artifacts caused by the noise in
the data, that makes any feature in the data undetectable. With the classification data and the
proposed enhancements described in chapter 4, the haptic effect is fully controlled and generates
smooth haptic feedback from only the tumour tissues.

6.2.5

Time-varying CT Heart

This application demonstrates haptic feedback that reflects the dynamics in time-varying data,
see figure 6.5. Here the user can palpate both the surface and the interior of a beating human
heart and feel the dynamics of the heart tissues through a full heart cycle. This data set, acquired
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Figure 6.3: In this Doppler MRI exploration application, the user makes use of the haptic feedback to find and explore blood flow paths in a human heart. The poor contrast of the Doppler
MRI data makes the haptic feedback an important tool for understanding the anatomy and inner
structure of the heart.
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(a) Without classification the tissues surrounding the
tumour (yellow) and much liver (red) are occluded by
the surrounding tissues.
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(b) The surrounding tissues are separated using the
classification, which reveals both liver (red) and tumour (yellow) tissues.

Figure 6.4: This visualization demonstrates the need for classification for tissue separation when
there are overlapping scalar ranges in the data.

Figure 6.5: This application demonstrates the haptic interaction with time-varying data. The
surface and friction mode allows the user to palpate the beating surface of the heart and also to
push through that surface to also examine the interior chambers.
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Figure 6.6: This application demonstrates how a graphical user interface can be built that provides real-time control over the haptic and visual parameters of a visualization. The user interface
shows free hand drawn transfer functions for viscosity haptic and the surface and friction mode,
and for the volume rendering. The data set shows a simulation of the spatial probability distribution of the electrons in a high potential protein molecule, obtained from the VolVis distribution
of SUNY Stony Brook (see http://www.volvis.org)
through CT synchronized with EKG, is of 10 frames for the full beat cycle with 5122 × 400
voxels size and a resolution of about 0.5 mm/voxel. The exact heart rate at the acquisition is not
known, but a typical rate of 60 heart beats per minute is obtained by running the animation at 10
frames per second. The motion fields required to explicitly define changes through the animation
were estimated using the implementation of the Demons algorithm [Thi98] that is available in
ITK [ISNC03].
The visual rendering of the data set is performed using the volume renderer available in
VHTK. Each volume frame is rendered by a separate volume renderer instance and using a
switch node, which is a standard X3D node, the system switches between visible frames at runtime. A timer is used to control the haptic animation and interpolation. The floating point frame
pointer value of this timer is converted into an integer specifying the frame to show by simply
removing the fractional part.
For haptic feedback the surface and friction mode is applied. This mode extracts the gradient
vector from the scalar data and uses this as an estimation of a local surface. The effect is the
feeling of surfaces at locations where the scalar value in the CT data changes, typically at borders
between tissues. The haptic feedback makes it possible to touch and track by touch the moving
heart walls, and feel their movements. Touching the heart from the outside, the beating surface
can be freely palpated and, by simply applying a force exceeding the strength defined for the
heart muscle, the wall can be penetrated and the inside of the heart chamber can be examined.
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Volume Data Exploration Tool

To demonstrate the flexibility of VHTK a scripted graphical user interface (GUI) has been built
for rapid prototyping of data visualization, see figure 6.6. The GUI is generated using Python
through the user interface programming package, Tk. It provides raw data loading functionality and enables basic visualization, the selection between various haptic modes and the visual
and haptic configuration and fine tuning. The application allows the user to simultaneously load
several data sets and apply individual haptic and visual settings. It is also possible to load geometrical models into the scene.
When a data set is loaded, every haptic mode supporting that particular type of data is added
to the scene-graph of the system, but initially deactivated. Through the user interface the individual modes are then configured and activated. The configuration of the modes is performed
through free hand drawing of the transfer functions that control the mode specific material properties.
Each loaded volume is visualized using volume rendering. The visual transfer function for
the visualization is controlled through free hand drawing, just like for the haptic modes. The
user can also select which property from the volume the visualization should represent (scalar
value, gradient magnitude, vector magnitude, curl magnitude, vector divergence) and the number
of planes to use in the proxy geometry.
The widgets in the Tk GUI send events to the Python script for example when buttons are
pressed or transfer function drawn. These events are connected to the H3D system so that pushing
a button, for example, produces an event that propagates from the Tk system over to and through
the H3D system. Thus the application is real-time interactive and produces instant visual and
haptic response to changes in the GUI.
The example in figure 6.6 shows a simulation of the spatial probability distribution of the
electrons in a high potential protein molecule. The data was obtained from the VolVis distribution of SUNY Stony Brook (see http://www.volvis.org). In this example two haptic modes
are activated: the surface and friction mode, and the viscosity mode. The figure also shows the
transfer functions for viscosity, surface strength, friction and colours.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
Part II of this thesis gives an overview of the work presented in the included publications. In this
chapter these contributions are summarized and some of the key conclusions from the results of
the research are presented. The last section then discusses the most important topics for future
research in volume haptics for visualization.

7.1 Summary of Contributions
Previous haptic representations of volumetric data have either been in the form of geometrical
constraints or of force functions. The geometrical constraints provide a distinct representation of
the data, but only for the local subspace defined by the geometry. These impenetrable geometries
also introduce occlusion in the exploration environment. The methods based on force functions
on the other hand provide a haptic representation of the data at any position in the volume but do
not provide distinct impressions of the data.
This work has introduced the concept of yielding constraints as a way of providing haptic shape representation of features in volumetric data without limiting the rendering to a preselected subset of the data or introducing occlusion. By using shape representation of the data
some natural exploratory procedures, as identified by Lederman and Klatzky, can be used in the
palpation of the data. Different data can be rendered in different ways to fit the represented contents, the task at hand and user preferences. A wide range of possible haptic modes are provided
from which to select. To provide an intuitive and highly configurable haptic interaction the properties of the haptic modes are defined by an abstraction of material properties, each haptic mode
having a set of parameters that can be configured both in pre-rendering and at run-time.
This work also introduces an approach for implementing yielding constraints based on haptic
primitives, each of which applies a constraint in one or more dimensions. This approach enables
intuitive implementation and deployment of haptic modes, and free combination of any number
of haptic modes. The algorithm has been packaged and is available for free download in the form
of the Volume Haptics Toolkit.
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Methods have been developed that also enable haptic interaction with data that has low signalto-noise ratio and even data with overlapping scalar ranges for different tissues. For these data,
knowledge-based fuzzy classification is used to separate different tissues, and a separate shape
information volume is extracted in a pre-processing step to enable high fidelity feedback from
the noisy data.
The final contribution of this thesis shows how the dynamics of moving data and time-varying
data can be reflected through the haptic feedback to enable better understanding of volumetric
dynamics in multiple disciplines, such as aerodynamics and medicine. This support for dynamics
in the data is implemented by updating the proxy point representing the position of palpation in
response to changes in the data prior to applying the haptic rendering algorithm in each timeframe. This pre-calculation of the proxy position first takes into account changes in the model
transform and then changes in the time-varying data.
The applicability and versatility of the proposed methods are demonstrated in a wide range
of example applications taken from the very different areas of medicine, molecular physics and
aerodynamics.

7.2 Conclusions
Both previous research and the results from studies in the presented work demonstrate the potential for the use of haptics in volume visualization. They also show that volume haptics is an area
not fully investigated and that there are still many unanswered questions. Some potential gains
and important issues for the technology have been identified and, more importantly, aspects that
need special consideration. Nevertheless, there is still scope and potential for improvements.
This work has established shapes as an important concept for the generation of representations of volumetric data. These provide a more natural connection to human perception than the
earlier force functions which have been a popular way to produce haptic feedback from volumetric data. The haptic primitives provide an easy-to-use but still powerful interface for developers,
enabling easy design and implementation of new haptic modes for new data or tasks. The technology is powerful and versatile, and is now capable not only of reflecting various features, but
also dynamics in time-varying data and changes due to movements of the data for instance in a
two-handed interface.
Easy deployment also means potential availability for industry. The haptic algorithms enable
easy selection, tailoring and fine tuning of haptic modes for each specific data set, task and even
user. This supports a wide range of possible applications and potential uses. There is, however,
still a long way to go to achieve wide spread industrial use. Even though the haptic technology is
becoming mature, the purely visual tools and user interfaces of commercial products are still far
more advanced. The current implementation of the presented methods should thus be seen as a
reference package and the haptic interaction must, in the future, be built into established systems.
Further research efforts are needed to convince industry that the value of haptics supports this.
Introducing haptic interaction in industrial applications generally means not only buying a haptic
instrument and adding haptic algorithms to an existing program, but also to change the user
interface from a mix of 2D and 3D to a fully or semi-immersive environment. A natural path for
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introducing haptics is to first offer haptic augmentation in selected sub-tasks, but the full power
of virtual reality and haptics can only be released in a haptic environment which supports the full
work flow.

7.3 Future Work
More studies are needed to further investigate the nature of the haptic understanding of abstract
volumetric data and how to master the identified issues and aspects of haptic visualization. We
need to try and understand how haptic guidance and information support better orientation in
data and understanding of its nature, and also what haptic modes are suitable for the specific
tasks at hand. For example, how is the optimal haptic mode selected for initial exploration, and
when and how should another mode be selected for further investigation, if at all? There is also a
potential gain in defining standard procedures for defining the transfer functions controlling the
material properties of the interaction.
The technology is now also mature enough for the quantitative evaluation needed to determine the magnitude of the clear potential of haptics. Being a mature technology, however, does
not mean that there is no room for improvement. The linear primitives provide a simple zero order positional integration over shapes in the data. This has shown to be sufficient for many cases,
but the introduction of non-linear primitives as an option for higher order integration would offer
higher precision to systems that need it. The solvers for the haptic primitives can also be refined,
and new solvers implemented. These can be specialized to certain configurations or simply use
an alternative approach, for example the Nelder-Mead simplex method.
The haptic primitives and the other presented algorithms have shown great potential in the
example applications. There are, however, other possible applications for the technology, such
as surgery simulation and guidance in specific tasks. For certain application areas, the haptic
primitives may also have to be extended into 6 DoF feedback or new primitives developed.
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